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RESISTO PROJECT – PUBLISHABLE EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Communications play a fundamental role in the economic and social well-being of the citizens and
on operations of most of the CIs. Thus they are a primary target for criminals having a multiplier
effect on the power of attacks and providing enormous resonance and gains. Also extreme
weather events and natural disasters represents a challenge due to their increase in frequency
and intensity requiring smarter resilience of the Communication CIs, which are extremely
vulnerable due to the ever-increasing complexity of the architecture also in light of the evolution
towards 5G, the extensive use of programmable platforms and exponential growth of connected
devices. The fact that most enterprises still manage physical and cyber security independently
represents a further challenge. RESISTO platform is an innovative solution for Communication CIs
holistic situation awareness and enhanced resilience (aligned with ECSO objectives). Based on an
Integrated Risk and Resilience analysis management and improvement process availing all
resilience cycle phases (prepare, prevent, detect, absorb, etc.) and technical resilience capabilities
(sense, model, infer, act, adopt), RESISTO implements an innovative Decision Support System to
protect communication infrastructures from combined cyber-physical threats exploiting the
Software Defined Security model on a suite of state of the art cyber/physical security components
(Blockchain, Machine Learning, IoT security, Airborne threat detection, holistic audio-video
analytics) and services (Responsible Disclosure Framework) for detection and reaction in presence
of attacks or natural disasters. Through RESISTO Communications Operators, will be able to
implement a set of mitigation actions and countermeasures that significantly reduce the impact
of negative events in terms of performance losses, social consequences, and cascading effects in
particular by bouncing efficiently back to original and forward to operational states of operation.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The present document is a deliverable of the RESISTO project (Grant Agreement No.86409), funded by
the European Commission’s Directorate-General for Research and Innovation under its Horizon 2020
Research and innovation programme (H2020).
RESISTO aims at protecting and making resilience Communication Critical Infrastructures (CIs) from
cyber-physical attacks and threats through the implementation of a resilient security infrastructure. The
goal of work package 7 (WP7) is to demonstrate protection and resilience aspects of the existing physical
and cyber telecom assets, and how RESISTO can act as an additional, on top security system to these
infrastructures. The piloting of WP7 use cases is expanded to events directly affecting the general public
such as the congestion caused in a telecommunication network as a result of cyber–physical attacks and
disruptions caused in a major sporting event from the same reason.
Deliverable 7.3 constitutes the final report for Work Package 7 pilots’ execution and focuses on
validation of the platform developed through extensive testing of different scenarios and use cases. To
this end, realistic operational trials took place during this 2nd round of pilots, emphasizing on the
validation of RESISTO platform key functionalities as they have been described during the RESISTO
project. Moreover, this 2nd round was built upon the trial results collected in D7.2 and the platform
enhancements that have been made on the finalized version of RESISTO platform and have been arisen
from the 1st round, are presented here and validated through the pilots.
The main technical functionalities and solutions developed in the technical WPs of the project are
validated through realistic operational trials that were carried out following a set of planned use cases
(UCs) (described in D2.8) and took place in the different project testbeds namely:
 OTE’s Core lab and cloud testbeds located in Athens, Greece
 BTC’s testbed located in Seville, Spain and in Ipswich, UK
 and TIM’s testbed in Rome, Italy.
All the above-mentioned testbeds were interconnected with RESISTO platform, located in TIM’s
premises in Rome, Italy.
The present document outlines the RESISTO platform enhancements that were implemented for the
second round. The results and insights gathered from the second round of pilots can be summarized as
follows:






RESISTO’s advanced correlation of threats will assist network operators to cope with the evergrowing scale and complexity of threats and the risks they pose. The tests confirmed that
RESISTO managed to offer real-time, and effective threat correlation, providing timely, relevant
and accurate information for threat response teams and systems’ administrators.
RESISTO emphasized on the characteristics that will allow a system to recover from disruption
and to adapt to the new situation posed by threats, as soon as possible. Resilience Indicators
that have been analyzed, assuming that a sophisticated threat or combination of threats will
disrupt the system, proved that with the proper mitigation measures in place the system can
transit to a new equilibrium. Although the presented resilience matrices do not intrinsically
capture the various temporal changes within decision making, they can still be considered as a
tool for the operator to have an overall view of the total system resilience so as to understand
how this could be further refined using a more thorough decision analytic tool or re-modelling
effort, improving system optimization.
The use of security policies and processes to reduce the overall impact of both cyber-physical
and cyber threats as well as the cascading effects, acted as an additional barrier in the security
and resilience protection of current telecommunication systems addressed in the context of
WP7. As threats are continuously growing in sophistication, it’s becoming increasingly
impossible to be 100% prepared for any new type of attacks. Thus, RESISTO’s proposed
mitigation measures will further change and adapt accordingly so as to maintain the upper
hand.
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ABBREVIATIONS

2G, 3G, 4G

Second, third and fourth generation of mobile phone systems
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Application Programming Interface
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Closed Circuit TV
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Critical infrastructure
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Central Processing Unit
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Distributed Denial-Of-Service

DoS

Denial-of-Service
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HardWare
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HyperText Transfer Protocol
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Secure HyperText Transfer Protocol
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Information and Communication Technology

IoT

Internet of Things

IPTV

Internet Protocol Television
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Key Performance Indicators

LAN

Local Area Network
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Long Term Control Loop

MEC

Multi-Access Edge Computing

ML

Machine Learning

MPLS

Multiprotocol Label Switching

NMS

Network Management System

OSINT

Open Source INTelligence

P2P

Pear to Pear

PC

Personal Computer

QoS

Quality of Service

RI

Resilience Indicator

SDN

Software Defined Networking
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SIP

Session Initiation Protocol

SOC

Security Operation Center

SP

Service Provider

STCL

Short-Term Control Loop

SSH

Secure Shell

SW

Software

TCP/IP

Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP

TIS

Threat Information Service

UAV

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

UTC

Unix Timestamp

VAC

Video Analytics Component

vLAN

Virtual LAN

VM

Virtual machine

VPN

Virtual Private Network

WIFI

Wireless Fidelity

WP

Work Package
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1. INTRODUCTION
Improving the resilience level of a critical infrastructure is vital to face crises and ensure its proper
functioning. CIs are those systems that provide essential services that underpin, maintain and
sustain vital societal functions in which relies societies’ wellbeing. CIs are very complex systems
with high degree of interconnections among them [2]. These systems are designed to be reliable
and robust but, at the same time, the inherent complexity increases their vulnerability since they
become completely dependent of other CIs proper functioning. This vulnerability could be
translated into impacts and cascade effects direct and indirect, when one of those CIs fails.
CIs’ operators have systems and action plans in order to anticipate and prevent crises but, at the
same time, they try to improve their systems’ resilience so as to operate dynamically and with
flexibility. In this view, resilience can be considered as a strategic tool of the systems that
enhances system’s functionality and plays a vital role in its successful adaptation to the new status
as well as in successful crisis resolving which has been caused by cyber, physical and cyber-physical
attacks.
The central objective of RESISTO is to design and develop an additional, intelligent ecosystem that
will act as an additional tool in the hands of telco operators that own critical infrastructures.
RESISTO will protect current critical infrastructures not only from cyber or physical attacks but
from their combination which cannot be estimated at the time. The goal of Work Package 7 is to
demonstrate the use of RESISTO ecosystem in current critical infrastructures and to validate it
through the piloting of the selected use-cases that involve several different types of critical
infrastructures.

1.1. Scope
The present deliverable is the second version of the pilots’ implementation of RESISTO project
and reports on the final phase of WP7 pilots. It aims to provide a detailed description of the actions
that have been taken place following the first run of the already implemented piloting phase and
to highlight the enhancements of the RESISTO ecosystem that are in place during this second –
and final- run of RESISTO pilots.
Thus, the description of the second run of the RESISTO use cases pilots and their respective results
after their integration with the advanced- compared to first round- RESISTO platform is the key
scope of the present deliverable. More specifically, it encompasses the following task from WP7:
Task 7.4 (Pilot implementation and test second run): Following the feedback gathered during the
first test run and the post-releases and upgrades of the RESISTO solution held
in between, the second run will take place with all pilots will running in parallel, however with
common approaches in sharing test procedures and resilience relevant data, derived from the
previous first test run.
The purpose of this final round is to pursue and strengthen federation aspects among all Telcos,
through consistent conductance, setting up and experimentation at component/ system level
addressing the variety of the pilots, joint works, developments and fusion with integrators and
technology providers. To this end, a full mapping of the existing telecom assets along with their
effects to a wider crowd will be assessed towards improvements in their protection.
According to these tasks, RESISTO consortium has performed the following activities




The functionalities of the RESISTO platform have been upgraded, between the first and
the second round.
The consortium has designed and performed several pilots to validate the benefits of the
RESISTO ecosystem, for cyber and cyber physical threats.
The consortium has developed and measured KPIs for the proper evaluation of the system
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1.2. Relation to Other Deliverables within RESISTO
This document has incoming and outgoing dependencies with the following other deliverables of
the RESISTO project.







D2.8 [3]: This document contained a detailed specification of the use cases and the
multiple possible scenarios for our pilots. In the document at hand, we refine the selected
use cases by describing the technical aspects of the integration between pilot specific
technologies and RESISTO platform.
D3.8[4]: This document contained a detailed specification of KPIs, quantities and metrics
for cyber physical risk and resilience of telecom CI (first and final versions)
D6.1[7] : RESISTO SW architecture definition
D7.1[8]: Starting detailed description of the plan for the piloting of the use cases executed
in the context of the Macro-scenario 1
D7.2 [9]: This deliverable describes in detail the first round of Macro-Scenario #1 pilots of
RESISTO project. This deliverable is considered as a basis for this deliverable.

1.3. Document outline
The deliverable is organized as follows:


Chapter 1 – Introduction: Describes the key scope of this deliverable providing an
overview of its context.



Chapter 2: This chapter contains all the lessons learned from WP7 1st run of pilots, as
well as all preparation actions that have been implemented for the realization of the
second round.



Chapter 3 -7: These are the most important chapters of the document. They provide
a thorough description of all the RESISTO pilots that took place during the 2nd run.
More specifically the use cases described are:
o

Core

Network Failure caused by Physical &

Cyber

Attacks to

Telecommunication sites
o

Terrorist Attack and Natural Hazards causing network failure and
telecommunication congestion

o

Disruption of major sporting event by combined physical & cyber-attack by a
terrorist organization

o


Protection and resilience of the TIM's network nodes

Chapter 8: A summary of the 2nd round of pilots is provided as well as a short
presentation of the RESISTO added value.



Chapter 9: Conclusions – This chapter summarizes this document.
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2. LESSONS LEARNED FROM PILOTS’ 1ST RUN
2.1. Lessons Learned from Pilots 1st Run and preparations for the 2nd Run
As it is already known, the piloting implementation of the RESISTO solution incorporates the
piloting implementation of the RESISTO Use Cases that had already been defined within
Deliverable D2.8. The piloting encompasses two main phases: the 1st and 2nd pilot runs.
All the relevant aspects of the piloting implementation of those Use Cases that were tested within
the framework of the 1st Pilot Runs, have already been extensively described within Deliverables
D7.2 / D8.2 / D9.2. Apart from the successful implementation of the 1st pilots, certain conclusions
and lesson learnt were identified which needed to be anticipated within the next 2nd piloting
phase and are provided briefly in the following.
It should be noted that the present analysis despite that is being described herein; it also refers
to all the Deliverables related to the 1st round of pilots, that is the Deliverables D7.2 / D8.2 / D9.2.
The RESISTO Use Cases were designed to address a variety of aspects such as:


To cover a wide range of scenarios corresponding to real-world cases; for that reason they
correspond to the three (-3-) – specific macro-scenarios addressing current telecom CIs,
interconnecting with other CIs and scenarios focusing on the emerging 5G era.



To validate the system, testing it on various testbeds with different characteristics; telecom
providers from across Europe, provided a variety of testbeds with different features, while
many technical developers provided several types of detectors or “sensing” systems in a wider
sense (from airborne threats detectors to software tools for intrusion detection in Wi-Fi
networks), in order to indicate the dynamics of the RESISTO solution, to be able to integrate
various telecom infrastructures and sensing technology platforms.



To test the system against a wide spectrum of threats; both physical and cyber but also
cyber-physical threats have been considered (meaning i.e. cyber threats that are enabled or
enabled from physical ones and vice-versa) either man-made or natural disasters as well.



To properly measure several KPIs under different conditions assessing its performance;
specific KPIs have already been defined in the framework of Deliverables D3.7 and D3.8
following a specific methodology and process for their implementation as validation metrics.

It is clear therefore, that both the overall RESISTO solution and the Use Cases selected as above,
refer to a holistic system of systems with unique features from the one hand as well as with
complicated processes on the other. All these should be carefully tested so that to be able to
assess and validate its added value and its ambitious performance.
Apart from that, and in order to cover a wide variety of cases as stated previously, quite many Use
Cases refer or include more than one scenarios or subcases addressing the whole spectrum of
threats as well as, the whole spectrum of technology systems offered by the RESISTO consortium.
These span from detection tools to analysis and processing tools of the RESISTO platform itself
(Long Term Control Loop, risk predictor, correlation engine etc.). It is clear therefore, that also
testing such complex system with real-world Use Cases would be a demanding process.
As already denoted in previous relevant Deliverables, the RESISTO consortium followed a step-bystep approach towards the overall testing, even from the early stages of the platform integration.
The same approach was also followed for the RESISTO pilot implementation phases as well.
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1st Pilot Runs – Testing of the Tools
Based on the above, it can be stated that the 1st piloting implementation of the RESISTO Use Cases
it was the first integrated testing of the technological tools involved, referring to the separate
detection sub-systems “connected” with the RESISTO platform, as well as certain features of the
RESISTO platform itself, driven by the RESISTO cockpit.
Connectivity testing: Apart from the above, the main aim, however, of the 1st pilot runs was to
test and properly configure the connectivity and communication between the various test beds,
as a representation of the telecom infrastructures, of the various telecom providers involved.
To this respect, and in order to be more effective with the relevant testing, specific Use Cases
were included in the 1st piloting; thus the Use Cases 1, 2 4, 6 and 9 were involved. This enabled
the appropriate testing of an adequate representation of different test beds (offered by the
telecom providers) and gave the opportunity to the rest of the Use Cases to exploit the relevant
benchmarking in parallel and thus proceed to the needed configuration adjustments and
modifications. To this respect, the 1st pilot runs, involving even only a certain number of Use
Cases, was too important for the relevant “debugging”, adaptations and adjustments both for the
test bed infrastructures but also for the RESISTO platform as well and the testing of connection
issues among these components along with the detection sub-systems.
Thus, among the important lessons learnt from the 1st pilot run was the testing and subsequent
debugging and adaptations of the connectivity between the various system components of the
overall RESISTO platform; this aspect was too critical so to be able to continue to the most
demanding 2nd Run.
Other performance aspects tested within the 1st pilot Runs: The step-by-step approach dictates
for less functionalities for the 1st round of tests, however these were not less critical and needed
to be tested in the beginning. Thus, the following functionalities were tested during the 1st pilots:








Detection capabilities: Most of the detection capabilities of the RESISTO system were tested
within the 1st pilots. Especially, most of the RESISTO detectors, such as the ICCS Airborne
Threats Detection Systems, the ADI video and audio analytics etc. were used and tested in
order to validate their performance and efficacy according to the corresponding Use Case
scenario / story telling.
Correlation rules: An important RESISTO components and simultaneously an important
functionality is the correlation between the various threats (for example the cyber-physical
threats) and is directly connected to the RESISTO detectors. Thus, a significant dedication was
given to the respective correlation rules definition and setup, whereas most of them were
tested during the 1st pilots, as this is described in details within D7.2 / D8.2 / D9.2.
Automatic application of a mitigation action: Although the 1st pilot were not meant to
extensively test the mitigation actions (since this is related to the risk predictor, the testing of
which was scheduled for the 2nd pilot), in the framework of the “testing of the tools”
principle, a mitigation action was tested during the 1st round. This mitigation action was the
one provided by UC9 and it was an automatic application directly driven from the UC9 in
technical terms. The test was successful, paving the way for the testing of the relevant
mitigation actions initiated by the RESISTO cockpit during the 2nd round.
Measurements for a sub-set of the KPIs; Since not all the Use Cases and functionalities were
tested during the 1st round of pilots, a sub-set of the defined in D3.8 RESISTO KPIs was
measured during the 1st pilot runs. This sub-set referred to the relevant response times of the
systems as defined in D3.8.
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2nd Pilot Runs – Full functionalities testing
While the 1st pilots were the first integrated testing of the technological tools involved, the 2nd
piloting implementation of the RESISTO Use Cases were the full testing of the overall holistic
RESISTO solution. This involved all the RESISTO components including those of the main platform
driven by the REISSTO cockpit as well as the full functionalities testing throughout almost all the
RESISTO Use Cases. The 2nd pilot runs were a superset of the 1st round; everything tested and
performed during the 1st round, was again tested and included within the 2nd pilots in order to
verify and confirm the appropriate performance and repeatability of the functions. The
differences in respect to the 1st round were that during the 2nd RESISTO additional functionalities
were performed and tested, which are analysed in the following:
Alarm positioning on an interactive map; during the 2st runs, the location of the alerts was not
shown or processed on the RESISTO cockpit, despite the fact that certain detecting or sensing
systems applications presented that feature. To this respect, in the meantime, geolocation
information was added to the RESISTO main platform so that the alarm positioning was able to
be shown on an interactive map. By that way, the user was given the ability to visualize the
location of the alerts; this is too important when considering a wider area (i.e. pan-European)
application of the RESISTO solution where the user could experience the location of various alerts
by the time they are happening at the telecom infrastructures. More information on the geolocation feature of the main RESISTO cockpit will be given in the following paragraph.
Remaining detections & correlation rules; following the successful implementation and testing
of the detection features and correlation rules in the framework of certain Use Cases during the
1st round, the full testing of these functionalities was planned and performed during the 2nd pilots.
Thus, since all of the RESISTO pilots were tested during the second round, the remaining detection
features and their related correlation rules were also integrated and implemented.
The overall testing presented a good relation between the various kinds of both applications and
threat events correlation, leading to successful performance results and proving the ability of the
RESISTO platform to smoothly integrate a variety of detection and sensing systems and
incorporate their alerts as well as to guide the subsequent actions based on adequate and welldefined correlation scenarios and rules among the various sets of “threats – actions”.
Complete list of mitigation measures for each alarm; during the 2nd pilots, emphasis was given
to present a complete list of mitigation measures for each alarm in almost every Use Case tested.
The mitigation measures were already more or less defined through each Use Case’s story telling;
however, their exact implementation through the RESISTO cockpit turned to be an, eventually,
successful challenge, where complete mitigation lists should be refined, adjusted and / or
enriched throughout the testing of each alarm.
Automatic application of more mitigation actions; Mitigation actions play key role to RESISTO.
The focus on mitigation was realised throughout the 2nd pilots, since more mitigation actions were
added during “playing” with the Use Cases realization through the relevant testing
implementation. It should be noted that, in certain cases (and especially in Use Cases 4, 5 & 10),
the mitigation actions were not only suggested by the RESISTO cockpit, but actually
implemented by the system, proving the main objective of the RESISTO solution and its added
value to modern resilience systems. This will be described in the documentation of the 2nd piloting
within the Deliverables D7.3 / D8.3 / D9.3,
Measurements of all KPIs; given the “response times: related KPIs measurements during the 1st
round, and since almost all the Use Cases were tested during the 2nd pilots with full functionalities,
it was then possible to measure all related KPIs that have already been defined in D3.8.
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2.2. Preparation actions for full – scale implementation during the 2nd pilots
From the previous descriptions, it is evident that while the 1st pilots were the first integrated
testing of the technological tools involved, the 2nd round was the full system testing. Thus, from
the step-by-step approach of testing we moved gradually to a full scale implementation of the
RESISTO holistic solution, realised through the Use Cases piloting.
According to the RESISTO testing methodology that was presented within the previous D7.2 / D8.2
and D9.2, the following relevant stages were followed during the two rounds iterations of the Use
Cases piloting; Requirements  Testbed integration  Pilot preparation  Pilot execution 
System validation.
The first two stages were described within the Deliverables of the 1st pilots (D7.2 / D8.2 / D9.2)
and more or less are the same between the two rounds, with the appropriate debugging and
adjustments in the meantime. The pilot execution for the 2nd pilots will be presented in the
following sections in a similar manner with the 1st pilots’ deliverables, while the system validation
is a subject of the Deliverables D10.4 / D10.5.
However, despite the fact that adequate preparations were made before the pilot execution of
the 1st round, it should be noted that the relevant preparation actions for the piloting of the 2nd
runs was much more extensive and intense. And that was necessary in order all to be ready and
on time for the most integrated comprehensive 2nd round of piloting.
In order to guarantee the smooth operation of both the two iterations of the RESISTO piloting
implementation with simultaneous technical assistance of a wider spectrum of system aspects
involved in a variety of Use Cases, ICCS was assigned by the RESISTO Coordinator to act as the
Piloting coordinator due to ICCS’s large experience in systems implementation approaches. Thus,
ICCS, apart from its own contribution to piloting through its airborne threats detection system,
undertook the task to synchronise all the relevant technical and organizational actions during both
the 1st and 2nd pilot Runs.
It is seen that the 1st pilots run smoothly, due to the step-by-step approach used in a rather limited
number of Use Cases testing with less functionalities; after all debugging and adjustments stages
were meant to follow. The 2nd pilots, however, would be the final piloting execution of the
RESISTO project; thus the order of magnitude in terms of implementation was larger.
It is evident that the 2nd piloting implementation was much more demanding; thus a more
systematic preparation was needed to take place before its commencement. It was soon
discovered that since more features and functionalities were meant to be tested within the 2nd
run, more in-depth preparations should be made, along with the planned focus on mitigation
actions. To this end, all the relevant technical adjustments and developments were made as well
as with a careful planning in order to be able both to successfully conduct the 2nd pilots but also
to obtain the appropriate records that could be processed and prove the successful validation.
As a mean to highlight all the extensive and careful planning and preparation actions organised
by ICCS with the contribution of all the involved to the Use Cases implementation RESISTO
partners, the following tables are given herein, which provide a good indication on what has been
planning to be tested and performed during the 2nd Runs, involving all system components.
These tables visualize a large part of the preparations actions before the 2nd piloting, were made
in the format of checklists and were filled-in in a similar way after the execution of the specific
Use Case. In the following these tables will be shown and explained; they are given herein as they
were designed during the preparations of the 2nd pilots, presenting what was done during the 1st
round and what is meant to be checked during the 2nd one. During the execution of each Use Case,
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each table’s entry was checked and filled-in so that to have a complete picture on what happened
during the 2nd pilots per Use Case; to gather all related information on what was tested and what
was the result of these tests during the 2nd round pilots. Thus, when the 2nd pilot runs were
finished, a quick overview of what was tested can be made at a glance.
In the following, the preparatory table of Use Case# 1 are given for explanations, while the same
tables, filled-in during the pilot execution of Use Case#1, will be given during the relevant Sections
that follows. The reader is able therefore to check the differences between the preparation and
the execution stages of Use Case 1 and thus in the end to have a complete picture of what was
tested during the 2nd pilot for this specific Use Case.

2.2.1. Explanations on the check list process through the Tables below:
Example: Use Case 1 - scenario (sub-case) 1
a) Before the commencement of the 2nd round for Use Case 1, the “Prerequisites” table
indicate what needs to be checked for the specific case in general and which partners are
involved in this process.
Thus, the prerequisite that was tested during the 1st round is indicated with a “yes” at the
“checked” column. As soon as the Use Case 2nd piloting is finalised, the conductance of the
prerequisites that were tested (or not) during the 2nd round is marked on the “Additional
Comments” column (with “OK” or left blank).
Prerequisites Table
Prerequisites

Type

Checked

Involved
partners

Additional
Comments

1

Event messages
received by the
correlator

Yes

LDO, OTE, ICCS,
ADI

Tested in
round 1

2

Mitigation
measures
shown by the
workflow

No

LDO, OTE

3

Infrastructure
modelling

No

RM3

4

Clock
synchronization

No

LDO, OTE, ΙCCS,
ADI

For time
related KPI
measurements.
Should be
checked before
the pilots

b) The first step in the execution of almost all Use Cases is the detection of a threat through
specific detectors or sensing systems. In the case of Use Case# 1 – scenario 1, where we
have a cyber-physical threat, the sensor for the physical threat event (drone intrusion) is
the ICCS Airborne Threats Detection System, while the “interface down” event (the
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consequence of an enabled cyber potential danger) is detected by the OTE’s testbed
monitoring system. The specific detection events were tested in the 1st runs (see D7.2).
Detection Table
EVENTS

Identifier
expected by
the correlator

Event type

Tested

Tested

(round 1)

(round 2)

Additional
Comments

1

SourceID:
DRONE_DETECTED Yes
"4961ff9554e5-40f5adf0100da691b9b6"

Airborne
Threats
Detection
System
(ICCS)

2

SourceID:
"23b4114e7f91-4d37a06d357a2b7c305a"

Testbed’s
monitoring
system (OTE)

INTERFACE
Yes
TURNED
INTO
DOWN STATE

c) As soon as a threat (or more) is detected and the relevant event is acknowledged by the
RESISTO platform, the RESISTO cockpit issues an alert. In the case of Use Case 1 – subcase
1, the alert is issued when the RESISTO correlator has already correlated the two events
(the drone detection and the interface down events, which without RESISTO would have
been considered as independent events with no connection between each other) and
considered that we have a cyber-physical threat. Thus, an alert is issued by the RESISTO
cockpit. The specific alert actions have already been tested in the 1st runs (see D7.2).
Alerts Table
ALERTS
1

Name shown
by the
workflow

Correlated
events

UavCyberAttack #1 and #2

Correlation
rule

Tested

Tested

(round
1)

(round
2)

Additional
Comments

One of each Yes
type of event,
#1 and #2
happen within
a
10-minute
window;
#1
event happens
within a 50m
radius
from
OTE premises
(fixed
coordinates)

d) Following the alerts, the RESISTO system suggests, through the cockpit, specific mitigation
actions in order to confront the threats and restore the CI’s situation. The impact of the
mitigation measures is estimated by the RESISTO Risk Predictor and can be seen in the
cockpit. Thus, a “Yes” in the “Risk predictor” column indicates that the RESISTO Risk
Predictor is qualified to (and will) estimate the impact for the specific mitigation measure
when applied.
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Mitigation Measures
Name
shown by
the
workflow

MITIGATION
MEASURES

Alert

Risk
predictor
assessment

1

Block
congested
port

UavCyberAttack

Yes

2

Network
scan&Traffic
rerouting

UavCyberAttack

Yes

3

Reboot
network
equipment

UavCyberAttack

No

Tested
(round
2)

Additional
Comments

e) Finally, the KPIs as predefined in D3.8, are measured for the whole Use Case. In the Table
below, certain KPIs were measured during the 1st pilots, while the KPIs that will be
measured during the 2nd pilot will be filled-in after the end of the Use Case 1 testing.
KPIs (for all scenarios)
K
PI
S

Measu
red

Measur
ed

(round
1)

(round
2)

Time
stamp
#1

Time stamp
#2

1

Number of
detected
physical
threats

N/A

N/A

Yes

2

Number of
detected
cyber threats

N/A

N/A

Yes

3

Detection
probability

N/A

N/A

No

Technology provider input
when available

4

Time to
Detection
(average)

Event
time
stamp

Alert issued
time

No

Requires synchronization, in
case of alerts caused by a
combination of events the
earliest event time stamp is
used

5

Decisionmaking time
(average)

Alert
issued
time

Mitigation
measures
shown for
the alert

Yes

Name
(see D3.8)

Additional Comments

Following the previous explanatory example, the above Tables were filled-in and adjusted
accordingly for each Use Case executed during the 2nd pilot implementation.
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The filled-in versions of each Table per Use Case, will accompany the description of each Use
Case 2nd piloting that follows in the next Sections. Thus, the reader is able, at a glance, to
understand what was tested during the 2nd pilot.
Overall assessment highlights from the RESISTO 2nd piloting runs – the RESISTO added value
From the previous descriptions, it is evident that a full-scale pilot implementation took place
within the 2nd RESISTO piloting and that was the best proof to demonstrate the RESISTO added
value:


Different Use Cases highlight different characteristics of the RESISTO system; a large
variety of threat stories along with their detection, alerts and mitigation actions were
tested, through various testbeds, a large integration of a variety of sensors and detectors
along with various software tools through the RESISTO platform to prevent, detect,
respond and mitigate the telecom critical Infrastructures’ resilience.



Modularity and easy configuration; through the full-scale piloting is shown that the
RESISTO solution has been design and developed in such a way, so that to be able to
integrate several deployments and configurations in a modular form, depending on the
Use Case. Thus, in the future can be expanded to interconnect with more and different
test beds and sensing systems, providing a holistic approach to the CI’s resilience.



Unique capabilities; the RESISTO system can present capabilities that rarely, if not at all,
are found all together in existing legacy security and resilience systems. In each use case
the RESISTO system can perform tasks that cannot be performed by existing conventional
security systems, i.e., event correlation to detect complex situations.

In the following, more details concerning the additional features that were added for the 2nd pilot
execution and improved the RESISTO response is being described. To this end, more insights to
the enhancements that were performed in the overall system will be provide for better
understanding of the actions that were held during the overall RESISTO 2nd piloting.

2.3. RESISTO platform enhancements compared to the 1st round
The tests carried out in the 1st run made it possible to evaluate the correct functioning of the
platform with regard to the reception and management of notifications by the field detectors and
the correct integration of all parts of the system. This also made it possible to identify some areas
to be improved and completed. In particular, for these areas the test was carried out in the 2nd
run.
The areas that have been improved in the 2nd run are:



Geolocation through the cartographic component (GIS)
Mitigation actions through the workflow engine

In addition, some models of the Risk Predictor and also some rules of the Event Correlator have
been modified and improved.
During the 2nd run, a cartographic component (GIS) was introduced which is able to
geographically locate the alarms present on the system through icons. Depending on the alarm
management status, the icons can have a white background if the alarm is in "NEW" status, a
yellow background if in "Managed" status. The icons disappear automatically when the alarms are
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closed. The GIS component is embedded in the RESISTO platform and shares its login and access
rights. The cartography used is that of OpenstreetMap which is free to use and has a worldwide
coverage with good detail.

Figure 1: RESISTO HMI with GIS
The large map in the centre of the image offers the picture of the situation while the one at the
bottom right automatically centres on the alarm by clicking on it. Typical GIS operations such as
map pan and zoom are allowed.
For the mitigation measures part, an analysis was carried out with the end users of the various
use cases which led to the rewriting of the alarm mitigation procedures, making them more
effective and consistent with the objectives of the project.
For Use case 1 and 2 the main mitigation workflow schema is shown in figure:

Figure 2: Use case 1 and 2 mitigation schema RESISTO
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The user can choose the best mitigation among three possibilities:




traffic rerouting
system restart
Block congested port

For Use Case 4 the mitigation schema is this:

Figure 3: Use Case 4 mitigation schema

The user can choose the best mitigation among three possibilities:




traffic rerouting
system relocation
Block congested port

In this case, if the rerouting option is selected, it is automatically applied by the workflow engine
through the call to a REST API.

2.4. 2nd Pilot Execution Methodology
The 2nd phase piloting methodology has been already described in D7.2, section 2.3. Shortly we
mention that this methodology considers two runs’ testing and in-between the RESISTO platform
features enhancement with respect to the results of the first run, where the telecom operators,
acting as end users, have acknowledged occurred early flaws and challenges.
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Figure 4: RESISTO testing methodology
Feedback from the first pilot phase has been given to RESISTO administrators from the end users
and corrective measures, in form of enhancements, have been implemented whenever necessary.
For this second run, the testbeds are considered already integrated from the first run.
The second, and final, phase of the RESISTO pilots will be used to collect feedback for the overall
evaluations of the RESISTO ecosystem, according to the criteria defined in D3.8 [4].
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3. UC1: CORE NETWORK FAILURE CAUSED BY PHYSICAL & CYBER
ATTACKS TO TELECOMMUNICATION SITES (OTE, ICCS, ADI)
3.1. Introduction to 2nd run pilot
Use Case 1 refers to the effects of a cyber-physical attack targeting core telecommunication
network which is continually been monitored and additionally is protected by the telecom
provider’s security systems for both cyber and physical attacks. The Use Case is divided in two sub
use-cases (scenarios). Use Case 1 addresses mainly the fact that telecom assets and facilities are
vulnerable to more sophisticated threats, not directly detected as such; physical threats may
enable cyber-attacks while their correlation is not evident from the beginning.

3.1.1. Pilot Setup
3.1.1.1.

OTE’s Testbed Description

For the needs of Use Case #1 and Use Case #2 respectively as well as the impacted Use Case
between OTE and ORO, the following logical testbed has been deployed (Figure 5)

Figure 5: OTE’s Logical Testbed used for all RESISTO pilots
The above mentioned tested has been used in the 1st round of RESISTO pilots’ as well and it is
connected to RESISTO platform located in TIM’s premises in Italy, as well as to ORO’s testbed
located in Bucharest Romania, through IP Sec VPN Tunneling.
More details about the testbed can be found in RESISTO D.7.2- “1st Run Integration and Setup”,
Section 3.1.1.
Integration with RESISTO Platform
The integration of the testbed components with the RESISTO platform has been mainly done
during the first piloting round.
Testbed Components
OTE’s testbed components, are thoroughly presented in RESISTO D.7.2- “1st Run Integration and
Setup”, Section 3.1.1.
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OTE’s Testbed monitoring system
For the purposes of the 2nd round of RESISTO pilots, similarly to the 1st round, OTE has set up a
monitoring system, (LIBRE NMS1) for the testbed automated monitoring. A comprehensive
description of LIBRE NMS is provided in RESISTO D.7.2- “1st Run Integration and Setup”, Section
3.1.1.
For implementing the pilots of the RESISTO Use Case #1 and Use Case #2 with their respective sub
use cases, we have set the following alert rules applying horizontally to all network elements, as
in the following figure, depicting the alert rules that have been posed to all the routers’, and
especially to the router with IP 192.168.100.112 which according to the plan will be damaged
from cyber attack

Figure 6: Set of alerts posed
Components’ and sensing systems’ Integration with the RESISTO platform:
In this 2nd piloting round, similar to the first one, all sensing systems (ICCS’s Airborne Threats
Detection System and ADITESS video and audio analytics sensing system) are directly connected
to the RESISTO platform through P2P VPN.
In a similar way, OTE’s testbed was connected to the RESISTO platform through P2P VPN. From
OTE’s side the following networks have been used:



VPN IP address: 193.218.96.96
LAN Subnet: 192.168.100.0/24

Also a VM machine with PfSense installed on it for implementing a P2P (Lan 2 Lan) VPN connection
in order for the network devices to be reachable from RESISTO platform and OTE testbed.

1

https://www.librenms.org/
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3.1.1.2.

Description of Risk Predictor Interface for Use Case #1

The Risk Predictor evaluates the outcomes of a variety of events, including both negative and
positive outcomes, as well as repair or mitigation strategies. The Risk Predictor makes use of the
CISIApro 2.0 simulator, which is explained in detail in D4.4. The model is depicted in the next figure
where on the left side are present the evaluation of the aggregated values called "services" and
on the right side has depicted the nodes and the connections among the elements of the network
in the Use Case #1 and in Use Case #2.

Figure 7: The model exploited in the Risk Predictor for UC1
Figure 8 shows the same network, but with a more user-friendly design in the User Interface (UI)
of the Risk Predictor. The model enhances the resilience of the existing communication
infrastructures towards both the domains of physical security and cyber protection. The entire UI
of the Risk Predictor is depicted in Figure 9: the left bar contains a link to all of the UI's pages; the
upper bar contains eight gauges displaying the actual value of the so-called services evaluated by
the simulator; the central part contains the network map; the right bar contains a graph based on
time, the evaluation of the suggested mitigation actions, and information for each device on the
underlying simulator's evaluation. To show how those services change over time, the graph
includes three services: global, building, and MPLS QoS. These services were selected as the most
important. The mitigation panel is an addition to the 2nd run execution in comparison to the 1st
run: it analyses a value of improvement if the mitigation action is taken. The Risk Predictor
evaluates all the information for each device in the network in the last part.
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Figure 8: The visualization of the network for UC1 and UC2
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Figure 9: The Risk Predictor User Interface (UI) for UC1 and UC2

3.2. Use Case #1 – Scenario #1: Drone-initiated cyber-attack
This Sub Use Case, is the first part of Use Case #1 “Core Network failure caused by Physical &
Cyber Attacks to telecommunications Sites”. We will briefly mention the steps that have been
follow for the 2nd round of the pilots. More details can be found in RESISTO D.7.2- “1st Run
Integration and Setup”, Section 3.2.


A hostile drone / UAV overcomes the physical security and gains unauthorized access to the
Wi-Fi of OTE’s Core lab.



The drone / UAV flies over the fence and approaches the building ignoring the physical
security, i.e. the secure fence.



As it approaches the building, it is detected by the ICCS’s Airborne Threat Detection System
which issues an airborne threat detection event. Active (radars) and passive (acoustic) sensors
for drone detection are deployed by ICCS and are directly connected to the RESISTO platform,
sending threat detection events when these occur. The events are sent to the RESISTO
platform correlator.



At the same time, the drone / UAV connects wirelessly to the wireless network from the
exterior of the building, gaining unauthorized access to a network switch and initiates a cyberattack i.e. a DoS attack. This results to an inoperative switch and this event is instantly
detected from OTE’s monitoring system (LIBRE NMS).



Predefined alerts have been enabled by the NMS administrator, in order for alarms to be sent
when events occur. The operational team detects the messages the switch itself sends to the
system administrator when an event, affecting its operational status, occurs. Subsequently,
the DoS attack is detected and a cyber-attack event is issued by RESISTO correlator.



The drone detection event (physical threat) and the cyber-attack event are correlated
identifying the UAV-initiated cyber-attack at OTE's infrastructure through the
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“compromised” Wi-Fi___33 network targeting Core lab corresponding to a cyber-physical
threat.

3.2.1. Correlation Rules Applied in Use Case 1 – Scenario #1
During the 2nd pilot run of Use Case #1 – Scenario #1, two distinct events are sent to the RESISTO
correlation engine.


The first event is derived from the ICCS’ Airborne Threat Detection System, being a
“DRONE_DETECTED” event.



While the “INTERFACE turned into DOWN state” event declaring, cyberattack arrives to
the RESISTO correlator from OTE’s testbed.

In order the correlation to be successful and accurate the following conditions should apply:
 The “DRONE_DETECTED” event must happen within a 50m radius from OTE's premises
where the testbed is located.
 The two events can be detected in any order within 10 minutes time.
Explicit justification of the Correlation rules applied in UC1 Use Case #1 – Scenario #1 can be found
RESISTO D.7.2- Section 3.2.1.

3.2.2. Pilot 2nd Run Execution –Updated Testing flow
As discussed in detail within the relevant Section of D7.2 the following flow of events takes place:
1. ICCS Airborne Threats Detection System is in standby mode.
The ICCS Airborne Threats Detection System (radar and acoustic sensors) is located within the
perimeter of the OTE premises and is in standby mode (no target is detected yet). The following
figure presents the ICCS Airborne Threats Detection System’ visual environment for target
detection as this appears on the screen of the radar operator (ICCS). The radar location is marked
by the blue dot marker and the location coordinates are shown in the bottom of the map.
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Figure 10: ICCS detector in standby mode – radar ready
2. ICCS Airborne Threats Detection System detects a hostile drone.
The ICCS Airborne Threats Detection System is set to Detection Mode; that is, it is activated and
starts scanning the surrounding area to detect potential airborne targets. When a target is
detected, the ICCS Airborne Threats Detection System visual environment presents the target’s
coordinates (longitude, latitude), its altitude as well as the target’s distance from the detection
system in meters (its projection on the ground) in relatively high distances.
Based on the above during Use Case 1, Scenario 1, the ICCS Airborne Threats Detection System
detects a hostile drone approaching the facility, as shown in the following flow of events figures.
As soon as the drone / UAV is detected at a distance within a 50m radius is considered as
“potentially hostile” for the telecom infrastructure. This hostile drone is marked in the radar visual
environment by the red dot marker. The ICCS Airborne Threat Detection System sends a
“DRONE_DETECTED” event to the RESISTO platform.
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Figure 11: The ICCS Airborne Threat Detection System detects the Drone /UAV as it approaches
(the red dot)
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Figure 12: The ICCS Airborne Threat Detection System detects the Drone / UAV and issues a
detection event

Figure 13: The Drone / UAV gains access to the wireless network
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3. OTE testbed’s monitoring system detects a network malfunction.
LIBRE NMS monitors 24/7 OTE’s core lab network. During the pilot detects that an interface is
down, causing severe network problems indicated as critical (red lines)

Figure 14: Port down State indicated as critical
a. Network and Performance Metrics for the 2nd Run
OTE’s core lab administrator sees that suddenly that one of the ports is down blocking all the
network traffic. The reason of the failure is under investigation.

Figure 15: Visualization of processing during pilots

Figure 16: Traffic stops passing through the congested port in scenario 1
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4. Correlation of events
When the Risk Predictor receives the message from SC2 on a port down on a device and drone
approaching to the server building. Figure 17 depicts the evaluation of the Risk Predictor, for UC1
scenario 1.

Figure 17: The Risk Predictor User Interface (UI) after receiving an alert in scenario 1

Figure 18. The Risk Predictor User Interface (UI) after receiving an alert in scenario 1 for the
buildings
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The approaching drone has been modelled as a perimeter security breach on building 1 as
depicted in Figure 18. The risk of the building causes also an increasing risk in the devices that are
within the building the yellow devices in Figure 17, such as ASR 7750-2, ASR 9010-2, router 7609,
and NCS 5002. It also causes Building QoS to go at 50%.
The switch 3750-2 is the device with interface down. This element has operativity equals to 0 as
depicted in Figure 17. This causes problems and an increased risk to some elements such as the
servers and the phone customers that receive services. The routing QoS is the mean between the
operativity of several network devices, and among them there is switch 3750-2. The MPLS
network QoS is the mean value between routing and switching QoS. The switch 3750-2 is the
device with interface down. This element has operativity equals to 0 as depicted in Figure 17. The
service QoS is the mean value between the operativity of the mobiles, and the houses.
5. Mitigation Measures Proposed
In this scenario, choosing the relocation of server functions can improve the situation: the server
functions can be moved from server-2 to server-1, avoiding the node with interface down as
depicted in Figure 19.

Figure 19: The Risk Predictor User Interface (UI) after receiving an alert in scenario 1 applying
the relocation of server functions

6. Filled-in Preparation Tables
Following the description and explanations for the preparation Tables made previously in Section
2.1, the filled-in versions of the relevant Tables for the 2nd piloting round of Use Case 1 – scenario
1 are given below. Thus, the reader is able, at a glance, to understand what was tested during
the 2nd pilot in the Use Case 1 – scenario 1.
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The prerequisites Table is common to both scenarios of Use Case 1.
Prerequisites

Type

Checked

Involved
partners

Additional
Comments

1

Event messages
received by the
correlator

Yes

LDO, OTE, ICCS,
ADI

Tested in
round 1

2

Mitigation
measures
shown by the
workflow

No

LDO, OTE

OK

3

Infrastructure
modeling

No

RM3

OK

4

Clock
synchronization

No

LDO, OTE, ΙCCS,
ADI

For time
related KPI
measurements.

Filled-in Tables for Use Case 1 – scenario 1.
Detection
EVENTS

Identifier
expected by
the correlator

Event type

Tested

Tested

(round 1)

(round 2)

Additional
Comments

1

SourceID:
DRONE_DETECTED Yes
"4961ff9554e5-40f5adf0100da691b9b6"

Yes

Airborne
Threats
Detection
System
(ICCS)

2

SourceID:
"23b4114e7f91-4d37a06d357a2b7c305a"

Yes

Testbed’s
monitoring
system (OTE)

ALERTS
1

Name shown
by the
workflow

INTERFACE
Yes
TURNED
INTO
DOWN STATE

Correlated
events

UavCyberAttack #1 and #2
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Correlation rule

Tested

Tested

(round
1)

(round
2)

One of each Yes
type of event,
#1
and
#2
happen within a
10-minute
window;
#1
event happens
within a 50m
radius from OTE
premises (fixed
coordinates)
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Mitigation
Name
shown by
the
workflow

MITIGATION
MEASURES

Tested

Alert

Risk
predictor
assessment

(round
2)

1

Block
congested
port

UavCyberAttack

Yes

Yes

2

Network
scan+Traffic
rerouting

UavCyberAttack

Yes

Yes

3

Reboot
network
equipment

UavCyberAttack

No

Yes

Additional
Comments

3.2.3. Long Term Control Loop (LTCL) Results: Use Case #1 – Scenario #1
The scenario simulates an organized attack using a drone to gain access to the remote node and
then initiate a cyber-attack. An example of such an attack is denial of service. The node that is
damaged is a routing node and so no further requests can flow past it to Node 30. In order to run
this simulation, a threat was designed to knock out this node. Figure 20 shows the heat-map
highlighting that all requests are blocked at Node 26. The repair time in absence of any active
mitigation measure has been considered to be 90 minutes.
Redundancy has been considered as a mitigation strategy. It is assumed that the time taken to
physically secure the area and restore the system (reboot / replace with redundancy) will be 25
minutes. Figure 21 highlights the resilience of the system in terms of percentage of working nodes
and percentage of working arcs. It can be seen that with mitigation measures in place, the system
recovers faster.
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Figure 20: Graph of OTE testbed highlighting cyber-attack on Node 26 and consequent cascades

Figure 21: Resilience curve with mitigation measures representing percentage of working nodes
and arcs
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3.3. Use Case 1 – Scenario # 2: Intruder-initiated cyber-attack
The second part of Use Case #1 “Core Network failure caused by Physical & Cyber Attacks to
telecommunications Sites” refers again to a cyber-physical attack but with different actors than
Scenario #1.
Now, the intruder is an unauthorized person that breaches the security of the Core lab premises
in OTE Academy in Athens. OTE’s Core lab network is continually monitored and OTE’s network
administrators can intervene, in real time, optimize it and restore possible malfunction.
In Scenario #2, it is considered that the intruder is detected by ADITESS' Audio/Video analytics
system as she/he gains access to OTE’s Core lab. After entering the premises, the intruder gains
access to an unattended computer inside the lab, installing dormant malware that will be
activated later on. This malware when activated causes network problems which are detected by
OTE’s monitoring system (LIBRE NMS).
OTE’s testbed that will be used is the same as in Scenario #1 and is connected and integrated to
the RESISTO platform. No integration with other testbeds has been performed.OTE’s testbed and
ADITESS' Audio/Video analytics system are directly connected to the RESISTO platform sending
events of network malfunction and threat detection events to the RESISTO correlator when these
occur.
It should be mentioned that these two events are detected separately by the time that each of
them occurs. The traditional security systems are not able to make the connection between the
two events in an automatic way; however, the human intrusion event (physical threat) and the
cyber-malware event are correlated by the RESISTO platform resulting altogether in a cyberphysical threat.

3.3.1. Correlation Rules Applied in Use Case 1 – Scenario #2
During the pilot execution of Scenario #2 similarly to the first run, two distinct events are sent to
the RESISTO correlator (so that the correlation engine to correlate them), providing the respective
alarm:


The first event is derived from the ADITESS Audio & Video Analytics System, being a
“PERIMETER_BREACH” event (when the unauthorized intruder breaches the OTE’s
infrastructure perimeter).



While the “INTERFACE output discard exceeded the log threshold” event declaring a traffic
congestion event arrives to the RESISTO correlator from OTE’s testbed.

For the specific pilot execution, it is assumed that the dormant malware is activated at a later
time. However, in order to be able to notice the events within a reasonable time period specifically
facilitating the testing of the First runs, and the correlation to be successful and accurate the
following conditions should apply during the Scenario #2 First Run:
 The “PERIMETER_BREACH” event must happen within a 50m radius from OTE's premises.
 The events can be detected in any order within 10 minutes’ time.
Also herein, the correlation rules in their general formulation are independent from the sequence
of the related events, in the same way than in the previous Scenario.
Explicit justification of the Correlation rules applied in UC1 #1 – Scenario#2 can be found in
RESISTO D.7.2 - Section 3.3.1.
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3.3.2. Pilot 2nd Run Execution– Updated testing flow (Test Scenarios Testing flow)
Following the Use Case 1- Scenario 2 story the respective 2nd run was piloted as follows:
1. ADITESS Video & Audio Analytics System detects an unauthorized intruder.
The RESISTO Video Analytics Component (VAC) provided by ADDITESS has been used; the
perimeter breach was emulated on a controlled by ADDITESS area (roof of a building). A CCTV
camera network has been setup, where personnel of ADDITESS “played the role” of the
unauthorized person (intruder) entering the restricted area.

Figure 22: Footage from the perimeter protection - Test-bed at ADDITESS premises with CCTV

Figure 23: Screenshot from ADDITESS surveillance interface with enabled the Video Analytics
Component. The camera is from the perimeter protection.
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Figure 24: Person detection during the second pilot. Once the human enters the protected area
is detected and the relevant alert has been sent to RESISTO platform
The Video Analytics Component detects and identifies the breach in perimeter, which is being
visualized through the green – purple boxes around the person when entering the perimeter of
the Infrastructure. Based on the above, the ADI Video Analytics Component generates and sends
a “PERIMETER_BREACH” event to the RESISTO platform.
2. OTE testbed’s monitoring system detects a network malfunction.

Figure 25: network critical malfunction is detected by OTE’s monitoring system

Figure 26: Normal network Traffic vs sudden congestion graphical depiction in scenario 2

Figure 27: Traffic congestion graphical depiction in scenario 2

a. Network and Performance Metrics for the 2nd Run
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Figure 28: Network metrics in scenario 2
3. Risk Predictor -Correlation of events
In the second scenario, the Risk Predictor receives a message for an authorized person entering
the OTE facility to install a malware and the packets number over a threshold for a single device.

Figure 29: The Risk Predictor User Interface (UI) after receiving the first alert in scenario 2
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Figure 30. The Risk Predictor User Interface (UI) after receiving the first alert in scenario 2 for
the buildings
The Risk Predictor evaluates the message and visualises the output in Figure 29 and in Figure 30.
Figure 30 visualise the impact of the unauthorised access in building 1. This causes a level of 70%
for the building QoS.
The impact of the packets overcoming a threshold is visualised in Figure 29, where the node under
attack is switch 3750-2. In this case, with respect to scenario 1, the telecommunication network
has a less risk state.
4. Risk Predictor -Mitigation Measures proposed
In Figure 31, the Risk Predictor assesses the mitigation actions: applying the relocation of server
the evaluation is like scenario 1.

Figure 31. The Risk Predictor User Interface (UI) after receiving the first alert in scenario 2
applying the relocation of server functions
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5. Filled-in Preparation Tables
Following the description and explanations for the preparation Tables made previously in Section
2.1, the filled-in versions of the relevant Tables for the 2nd piloting round of Use Case 1 – scenario
2 are given below. Thus, the reader is able, at a glance, to understand what was tested during
the 2nd pilot in the Use Case 1 – scenario 2.
Filled-in Tables for Use Case 1 – scenario 2.
Detection
Identifier
expected by
the correlator

EVENTS

Event type

Tested

Tested

(round 1)

(round 2)

Additional
Comments

1

SourceID:
"1a33cbc4203d-406094c53f3562b80f33"

PERIMETER_BREACH Yes

Yes

Video and
Audio
analytics
system (ADI)

2

SourceID:
"23b4114e7f91-4d37a06d357a2b7c305a"

INTERFACE output Yes
discard
exceeded
the log threshold

Yes

Testbed’s
monitoring
system (OTE)

ALERTS
1

Name shown by
the workflow

Correlated
events

UnauthorizedAccess #1 and #2

Correlation
rule

Tested

Tested

(round
1)

(round
2)

One
of Yes
each type
of event,
#1 and #2
happen
within
a
10-minute
window

Additional
Comments

Yes

Mitigation
MITIGATION
MEASURES

Name shown
by the
workflow

Alert

Risk
predictor
assessment

(round 2)

Tested

1

Block
congested
port

Unauthorized
Access

Yes

Yes

2

Network
scan+Traffic
rerouting

Unauthorized
Access

Yes

Yes

3

Reboot
network
equipment

Unauthorized
Access

No

Yes
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3.3.3. Long Term Control Loop (LTCL) Results: Use Case 1 – Scenario#2
The second scenario considers an unauthorized access to the network node, thereby disabling the
node. In order to simulate this scenario, 2 nodes, Node 23 and Node 31 have been considered. In
the simulation, the threat knocks out these nodes. The repair time considered is 120 minutes,
considering the time it takes to secure the location and then restore the system.
As a mitigation strategy, redundancy is considered which reduces the repair time to 30 minutes.
Figure 33 highlights the resilience of the system in terms of percentage of working nodes and
percentage of working arcs. It can be seen that with mitigation measures in place, the system
recovers faster, but the same damage is seen as the nodes are still initially damaged.

Figure 32: Heat map showing impact organized physical attack on Node 23 and Node 31
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Figure 33: Resilience curve with mitigation measures representing percentage of working nodes
and arcs
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4. IMPACT OF UC6 (MACROSCENARIO 2) TO UC1 (MACROSCENARIO
#1) (ORO-OTE CASCADING EFFECTS SCENARIO)
This use case belongs to WP8, where all the impacted use cases are presented. Here we will make
a short remark related to the reasons of not being able to pilot it in the RESISTO 2nd run of pilots.
So, as far as this Impacted Use Case, between ORO’s and OTE’s testbeds, several discussions took
place between the two partners and with the participation of experts from LDO.
The key issue of these meetings was to find a common place as far as the currelation rules are
concerned, and in addittion to discuss the analysis provided by Risk Predictor. For the
implementation of the 2nd round of pilots, the common testbed topology was created inside Risk
Predictor according to the information provided by OTE and ORO.
In OTE’s core testbed, SIP and WEB clients (Zoiper) have been installed while servers were hosted
in ORO’s premises. Although both Zoiper client and server acknowledged the sequence of events
that took place RESISTO platform couldn’t receive logs from both sides in order to correlate them.
One explanation about this is that Zoiper client did not support log files, so events could not be
exposed to RESISTO platform. As a result the correlation could not be improved more comparing
to 1st RUN, where only the events received from ORO’s testbed were correlated.
The COVID -19 pandemic, created extreme delays in both runs of RESISTO pilots resulting to
piloting this use case in October 5th , when the project due date was October 30th. When we
realized that there was not the abillity to pilot it properly in order to meet the 2nd round
expectations this delay prevent us of rescheduling the entire demo We encountered problems
related to the correlation rules, that could not be improved comparing with 1st RUN by adding the
logs from clients hosted in OTE’s testbed. We realized that clients used don’t have logging
capabilities and the servers’ side logs could not record an event happened at the clients’ side (the
server doesn’t receive connections from the client and could not tell if the lack of connections is
due to the client or to the connection with the client). As it is obvious this was not just a technical
issue that had to be resolved, but also the situation demanded a redesign of the complete use
case concept. Something that could not happen at that stage since we decided that the priority
and the main focus had to be given to RESISTO main use-cases
That was the reason of why the demonstration of ORO and OTE impacted use-case was not
possible to be piloted.
As said before, this Use case belong to Macroscenarion #2. So, more details about this Use Case
can be found in RESISTO D8.3, where details about the impacted use cases related to
Macroscenario #2 are analysed thorougly.
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5. USE CASE #2: TERRORIST ATTACK AND NATURAL HAZARDS
CAUSING NETWORK FAILURE AND TELECOMMUNICATION
CONGESTION
5.1. Introduction and Brief description
As it has been already said, Use Case #2 deals with the fact that telecom assets and facilities are
vulnerable to malicious attacks intending their destruction as well as to natural disasters like
earthquakes and severe weather conditions, with significant direct and indirect consequences.
Physical attacks or natural disasters cause extreme network congestion, at the time of their
occurrence and for a short period after. Since these kinds of actions are unpredicted in terms of
both time and place, for telecom operators the key issues remain the timely and accurate
reaction. In the framework of Use Case #2, the RESISTO system will be used, through its detection,
correlation and analysis features, to provide a faster response in these cases of hazards.
Use Case #2 (as Use case #1) has two Sub Use Cases; both of them deal with telecommunication
congestion occurred after a disaster event (either man-made or natural one). RESISTO will be used
to detect the related events using data from a diversity of sensors and through complex
processing, identify and assess potential cascading effects, suggesting appropriate mitigation
actions.
Thus, similarly to Use Case #1, both Use Case #2 scenarios have certain similarities but also
present certain differences on the tools involved as well as on the impact they create, as, for
instance the involvement of the OSINT crawler to detect natural events affecting the monitored
telecom sites and EWCF (Emergency Warning Communication function) to send relevant alarm
messages to the Rescue team, functionalities available for all RESISTO UCs, but fully integrated
and tested in the Use Case #2, Scenario #2.
A thorough analysis of Use Case #2 can be found in RESISTO D2.8

5.1.1. Pilot Setup
5.1.1.1.

OTE’s Testbed Description

In Use case #2 will be used the same testbed as in Use Case #1(see Section 3.1.1.1). Also for this
use case as well LIBRE NMS will be used.
Similarly to Use Case #1, OTE’s testbed as well as the ICCS Airborne Threads Detection System,
the ADITESS Audio and Video analytics system and the TEI natural events sensing platforms
(weather and seismic) are directly connected to the RESISTO platform sending events
independently through P2P VPN.
As in the 1st run of pilots, we consider that the provider’s facilities experience an extra overlay of
protection from RESISTO platform and its respective functionalities.

5.2. Use Case #2 – Sub Use Case (scenario) #1: Terrorist Attack in Telecom
Assets cause severe network failure [OTE, ICCS, ADI)
Use Case #2 – Sub Use Case (scenario) #1 deals with “Terrorist Attack in telecom asset cause
severe network failure”. In this sub use case we consider that:
 A hostile UAV is approaching an antenna park located in a remote area where many antenna
pillars with various types of antennas (coverage cells, links etc.) are located.
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 This hostile UAV, which is used as a weapon aiming to damage critical parts of the antenna
park infrastructure, will eventually cause traffic congestion to the backbone network.
 The UAV is detected by the ICCS airborne threat detector, already installed in the park, which
triggers an airborne threat detection event that is send to the RESISTO correlator.
 The UAV attack renders the telecom asset (antenna pillar) inoperable (i.e. destroyed by bomb).
Subsequently the telecom provider’s network experiences severe network loss in an extended
level. Thus, several network and service failure events are fed into the telecom operator’s
network creating telecommunication congestion.
 Correlating the airborne threat detection event and the congestion events, the RESISTO system
responds, by issuing a damage inspection command to the RESISTO UAV platform-based
sensor. Thus, the RESISTO “friendly” UAV takes-off and initiates a damage inspection
procedure using onboard cameras in the vicinity of the disaster location.
For the purposes of this 2nd run testing, the remote location with the antenna pillars is “emulated”
through the antenna pillar already existing at OTE ACADEMY premises in Athens Greece. At the
same time, the ICCS’s Airborne Threat Detection System (radars and acoustic sensors) detects the
hostile drone. The UAV detection event (physical attack) and the congestion event are correlated
identifying the UAV-initiated damage at OTE's remote infrastructure while following RESISTO’s
command ADITESS’s “friendly” UAV platform with on-board sensors takes-off for a damage
inspection.

5.2.1. Correlation Rules Applied in Use Case #2 – Scenario# 1
During the pilot execution of Use Case #2 – Sub Use Case #1, two distinct events are sent to the
RESISTO correlator:


The first event is derived from the ICCS’ Airborne Threat Detection System, being a
“DRONE_DETECTED” event when detecting the hostile drone attacking the antenna park



while the “INTERFACE output discard exceeded the log threshold” event declaring the
congestion in the telecommunication network to the RESISTO correlator from OTE’s testbed.

In order the correlation to be successful and accurate the following conditions should apply:
 The “DRONE_DETECTED” event must happen within a 50m radius from the remote location.
 The two events can be detected in any order within 10 minutes’ time.
A thorough analysis regarding correlation rules applied in Use Case #2 – Scenario #1 can be found
in RESISTO D7.2, Section 5.2.1.

5.2.2. Pilot 2nd Run Execution– Updated testing flow (Test Scenarios Testing flow)
Following the Use Case #2- Sub Use Case #1 story, the respective 2nd run was piloted as follows:
1. ICCS Airborne Threats Detection System detects a hostile drone.
Similarly to Use Case #1, when a target is detected, the ICCS Airborne Threats Detection System
visual environment presents the target’s coordinates (longitude, latitude), its altitude as well as
the target’s distance. For the purpose of this Sub Use Case, it was set that a target is considered
as “potentially hostile” when it is detected at a distance within a 50m radius from the for the
telecom critical infrastructure i.e. herein the antenna park remote location.
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Figure 34: The Airborne Threat Detection Module detects a hostile drone /UAV (red dot) near
the antenna pillar and issues a detection event

Figure 35: The hostile drone / YAV (red dot) destroys the antenna pillar
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2. OTE testbed’s monitoring system detects a network malfunction.
For this Use Case the OTE has set the following rules on Libre NMS:

Figure 36: Alert Rules posed for Use Case 2

The network also has the ability to predict under certain circumstances the amount of traffic it
can serve as it is shown in Figure 37.

Figure 37: Traffic served and and predictions (dotted lines)

LIBRE NMS detects severe congestion (expressed as an “interface output discard exceeded the log
threshold” state). However, the reason why this is happening is not yet known.

Figure 38: Port Utilization Over Theshold / Critical Congestion alert for Use Case 2
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a. Network and Performance Metrics for the 2nd Run
Instantly, OTE’s monitoring system informs the respective OTE’s system operator for the specific
issue by sending the following events, as these appear on the visual interface of OTE’s monitoring
system:

Figure 39: Unexpected increase of traffic as seen in LIBRE NMS (graphical depiction)

Figure 40: Extreme and Sudden Total Traffic Congestion
3. Risk Predictor -Correlation of events
This use case exploits the same model of the Risk Predictor as the one in Use Case #1 using the
same UI.
The Risk Predictor receives a message for drone / UAV approaching and packets overcoming a
defined threshold. The impact of these events is visualized in Figure 41 and in Figure 42.
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Figure 41. The Risk Predictor User Interface (UI) after receiving the first alert in Scenario 1
The Risk Predictor assesses the impact of the two events: the drone approaching, as happened in
UC1, causes a risk to building 1 with operativity 0.6; the packet over a threshold causes switch
3750-2 to be at 18%.
This causes a medium risk in the telecommunication network.

Figure 42. The Risk Predictor User Interface (UI) after receiving the first alert in Scenario 1 in
buildings
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4. Risk Predictor -Mitigation Measures Proposed
In Figure 43, the UI of the Risk Predictor visualizes the effect of the chosen mitigation measure
(i.e., block congested port). This countermeasure mitigates the impact of the events but only
partially: the Risk Predictor evaluates that the mitigation solves only the port saturation problem
but not the drone approaching event.

Figure 43. The Risk Predictor User Interface (UI) after receiving the first alert in scenario 1
applying the mitigation measure
5. Filled-in Preparation Tables
Following the description and explanations for the preparation Tables made previously in Section
2.1, the filled-in versions of the relevant Tables for the 2nd piloting round of Use Case 2 – scenario
1 are given below. Thus, the reader is able, at a glance, to understand what was tested during
the 2nd pilot in the Use Case 2 – scenario 1.
Again the prerequisites Table is common to both scenarios of Use Case 2.
Filled-in Tables for Use Case 2 – scenario 1.
Prerequisites

Type

Checked

Involved
partners

Additional
Comments

1

Event messages
received by the
correlator

Yes

LDO, OTE, ICCS,
ADI, TEI

Tested in
round 1

2

Mitigation
measures
shown by the
workflow

No

LDO, OTE

OK

3

Infrastructure
modeling

No

RM3

OK

4

Clock
synchronization

No

LDO, OTE, ΙCCS,
ADI, TEI

For time
related KPI
measurements.
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Detection
Identifier
expected by
the correlator

EVENTS

Event type

Tested

Tested

(round 1)

(round 2)

Additional
Comments

1

SourceID:
DRONE_DETECTED Yes
"4961ff9554e5-40f5adf0100da691b9b6"

Yes

Airborne
Threats
Detection
System
(ICCS)

2

SourceID:
"23b4114e7f91-4d37a06d357a2b7c305a"

Yes

Testbed’s
monitoring
system (OTE)

ALERTS
g1

Name shown by
the workflow

INTERFACE output Yes
discard exceeded
the log threshold

Correlated
events

UavPhysicalAttack #1 and #2

Correlation rule

Tested

Tested

(round
1)

(round
2)

One of each Yes
type of event, #1
and #2 happen
within a 10minute window;
#1
event
happens within
a 50m radius
from
OTE
premises (fixed
coordinates)

Additional
Comments

Yes

Mitigation
Name
shown by
the
workflow

MITIGATION
MEASURES

Tested

Alert

Risk
predictor
assessment

(round
2)

1

Block
congested
port

UavPhysicalAttack

Yes

Yes

2

Network
scan+Traffic
rerouting

UavPhysicalAttack

Yes

Yes

3

Reboot
network
equipment

UavPhysicalAttack

No

Yes
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5.2.3. Long Term Control Loop (LTCL) Results: Use Case#2 – Scenario#1
The scenario simulates a physical attack using drone. The attack physically damages the node. In
order to simulate this scenario, a threat is designed that attacks and damages nodes 10, 13, 16
and 23, which are assumed to be in close proximity. The threat considers distance of the nodes
and based on a pre-defined radius damages all nodes that lie in the region. Considering this attack
will cause a physical damage, repair time has been assumed to be 400 minutes. As a mitigation
strategy, redundancies in different locations have been considered and the request would be
redirected through these nodes. The new repair time in such case is assumed to be 90 minutes.

Figure 44: Heat map showing impact of physical attack on central nodes and its cascade
Figure 44 shows the heat map highlighting obstruction in the flow. As there are only four server
nodes, the performance of the system will be severely impacted. Nodes that are red have zero
flow and yellow nodes have about 50% reduction in flow.
Figure 45 highlights the resilience of the system in terms of percentage of working nodes and
percentage of working arcs. With redundancy implemented, the nodes recover much faster,
which allows services to return more quickly to customers and lower losses.
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Figure 45: The performance of working nodes and working arcs for the physical attack scenario
hwith and without redundancy

5.3. Use Case #2 – Scenario#2 : Natural Disasters affect telecom assets –
network loss and telecommunication congestion
Scenario #2, is the second part of Use Case #2 “Terrorist Attack and Natural Hazards Causing
Network Failure and telecommunication congestion” but with emphasis in network congestion
caused by a natural disaster that renders a number of assets of the remote telecom park
inoperable. In scenario# 2 we consider that:
 A natural disaster damages telecom assets and facilities located in rural, remote areas.
 The telecom assets include BTSs and buildings containing critical routing circuits (switches,
routers etc.) supporting part of the backhaul network. A network failure is caused by the
damage in the building, leading to telecommunication congestion in the core network.
 The RESISTO system receives the congestion events from the provider’s NMS along with an
earthquake or natural disaster event from the RESISTO natural events sensing platforms
(OSINT based weather and seismic sensing) which monitors a number of critical, remote
locations on OTE's infrastructure, sending weather and seismic events for their locations.
 Correlating the above events, RESISTO responds by issuing a damage inspection command to
the RESISTO UAV-based surveillance sensor. Thus, the RESISTO “friendly” UAV takes-off and
initiates a damage inspection procedure using onboard cameras, inspecting the provider’s
premises affected by the natural disaster.
 The RESISTO “friendly” UAV sends an extensive building and asset damage event after
detecting extensive damage at the provider’s telecom assets.
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5.3.1. Correlation Rules Applied in Use Case 2 – Scenario#2
During the pilot execution of Use Case #2 – Scenario #2 the following distinct events are sent to
the RESISTO correlator:


The first event is derived from the Ericsson (TEI) natural events sensing platform, being a
“NATURAL_HAZARD” event (weather or seismic).



while the “INTERFACE output discard exceeded the log threshold” event declares the
congestion event in the telecom network to the RESISTO correlator from OTE’s testbed.

In order the correlation to be successful and accurate the following condition should apply:
 The events can be detected within a time window of 30 minutes.
A thorough analysis regarding correlation rules applied in Use Case #2 – Scenario #1 can be found
in RESISTO D7.2, Section 5.3.1.

5.3.2. Piloting 2nd Run Execution– Updated testing flow (Test Scenarios Testing flow)
Following the Use Case 2 - Scenario 2 story the respective 2nd Run was piloted as follows:
1. Ericsson (TEI) natural events sensing platform senses the natural hazard (justification of
the correlation rules set)
A message is sent to the correlator from the WFC crawler

2. OTE testbed’s monitoring system detects traffic congestion.

Figure 46. The Traffic congestion in OTE’s Testbed for UC2-Scenario#2

3. Correlation of the events – Friendly UAV for Area Inspection after a Natural Hazard
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The RESISTO correlation engine correlates the natural hazard event and the congestion event,
within a time window of 30 minutes in receiving both events. Thus, an alarm is raised. The
RESISTO platform produces an alarm (“NaturalEvent_Alarm”) at the RESISTO cockpit.
After the NaturalEvent_Alarm, the RESISTO platform issues an order for a damage inspection
through a “friendly” (i.e. owned by the telecom provider) UAV with on-board surveillance sensors
(i.e. cameras). The UAV is requested to navigate and inspect the area of interest.
For the purpose of the present First Run execution of Use Case #2 – Scenario 2, the “friendly”
drone is offered by ADITESS, by employing one of the ADITESS UAV-platforms with on board
cameras.
The UAV team (ADITESS) is able to prepare a flight plan (as shown in the following figure) and
proceed to a UAV flight for the execution of the requested mission. Thus, the RESISTO “friendly”
UAV takes-off and initiates a damage inspection procedure using onboard cameras, inspecting the
provider’s premises affected by the natural disaster.

Figure 47. From the mobile command center during UAV operations
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Figure 48. UAV footage during the mission. Surveillance of the requested area

Figure 49. The UAV platform during flight campaigns
The RESISTO “friendly” UAV conducts the damage inspection and sends an asset damage event
after detecting extensive damage at the provider’s remote telecom assets. At this phase, the
(ADITESS “friendly”) UAV team has been integrated with RESISTO platform in order to send the
status of the inspection. Upon the completion of the inspection, the UAV platform sends a
“MISSION_COMPLETED” event indicating the completion of the inspection mission. By this way
the RESISTO operator is informed that the remote asset damages were reported.
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4. Risk Predictor
In this scenario, the Risk Predictor receives the message related to a natural event (specifically the
flooding) and port saturation due to number of packets over a defined threshold.

Figure 50. The Risk Predictor User Interface (UI) after receiving the first alert in scenario 2
In Figure 50 and in Figure 51, the impact of the event is evaluated using the Risk Predictor. In
Figure 51, the impact of the flooding is displayed causing a building to be at 40% operativity. In
Figure 50, the impact of the port saturation and the flooding event is summarized.

Figure 51. The Risk Predictor User Interface (UI) after receiving the first alert in scenario 2 in
buildings
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In Figure 52, the Risk Predictor estimates the improvement due to the use of blocking congested
port, but with partial results. Those results are caused by simultaneous heterogeneous events.

Figure 52. The Risk Predictor User Interface (UI) after receiving the first alert in scenario 2
applying countermeasure
5. Filled-in Preparation Tables
Following the description and explanations for the preparation Tables made previously in Section
2.1, the filled-in versions of the relevant Tables for the 2nd piloting round of Use Case# 2 – scenario
2 are given below. Thus, the reader is able, at a glance, to understand what was tested during
the 2nd pilot in the Use Case #2 – scenario 2.
Filled-in Tables for Use Case #2 – scenario 2.
Detection
EVENTS
1

2

Identifier expected
by the correlator

Event type

name:
NATURAL_HAZARD
"SEISMIC_EVENT"
or
"WEATHER_EVENT"
SourceID:
"23b4114e-7f914d37-a06d357a2b7c305a"
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Tested

Tested

(round
1)

(round
2)

Additional
Comments

Yes

Yes

Natural
Events
Sensing
Platform
(TEI)

INTERFACE
output Yes
discard exceeded the
log threshold

Yes

Testbed’s
monitoring
system
(OTE)
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3

SourceID:
"f50198e5-888e4a94-b0d0f5f1f23c4785"

ALERT
S

MISSION_COMPLETED Yes

Name shown by the
workflow

Correlate
d events

Correlatio
n rule

Yes

UAV
platform
(ADI)

Teste
d

Teste
d

(roun
d 1)

(roun
d 2)

1

NaturalEvent

#1 and #2

One
of Yes
each type
of event,
#1 and #2
happen
within
a
30-minute
window

Yes

2

Drone_Mission_complete
d

#3

N/A

Yes

Yes

Additional
Comment
s

Mitigation
MITIGATION
MEASURES

Name shown
by the
workflow

Alert

Risk
predictor
assessment

(round 2)

Tested

1

Block
congested
port

NaturalEvent

Yes

Yes

2

Network
scan+Traffic
rerouting

NaturalEvent

Yes

Yes

3

Reboot
network
equipment

NaturalEvent

No

Yes

Additional
Comments

5.3.3. Long Term Control Loop (LTCL) Results: Use Case 2 – Scenario #2
This scenario considers natural disaster in the region of the test-bed. Three different sub-cases
have been considered in the simulation, where in the threat impacts and knocks out 10, 20 and
25 percentage of the nodes in the network depending on the size of the natural disaster. The
damage then propagates in the network. As a mitigation strategy, passive redundancies have
been considered which would come in effect after 90 minutes. Figure 53 shows the resilience
curves for this scenario. Based on the severity of the threat the greater number of nodes are
damaged and it is visible in the percentage of working components of the network. With
mitigation measures in place the network recovers faster. With information of various tested
mitigation strategies, the recovery of the network can be better examined.
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Figure 53: The resilience performance of the OTE Natural Disaster use case.
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6. USE CASE 4: DISRUPTION OF MAJOR SPORTING EVENT BY
COMBINED PHYSICAL & CYBER-ATTACK BY A TERRORIST
ORGANIZATION
6.1. Introduction to 2nd Run Pilot
Use Case 4 refers to the impacts of combined physical and cyber-attacks targeting a network
infrastructure that delivers live IPTV streaming services to end users. The first run pilot has
demonstrated that the RESISTO platform could receive physical, cyber and network events
generated by the testbed as a result of (simulated) physical or cyber-attacks and eventually
correlate the events and raise an alarm on the RESISTO dashboard/cockpit. The objective of the
second run is to fully test and demonstrate RESISTO’s Risk Predictor component’s capability in
relation to Use Case 4 including any other enhancements of the RESISTO platform, such as to
provide recommendations for mitigation measures and, where applicable, to apply the mitigation
action on the relevant testbed components directly. In addition to that the BTC’s testbed has also
been extended with new components to model a future network infrastructure for distributing
low-latency IPTV contents to mobile end-users, e.g. users with 5G devices.

6.1.1. Pilot setup
Testbed Description
Figure 54 shows the architecture of the current testbed for Use Case 4 in the second run; it
comprises a number of hosts, sensors and network components hosted at BTC and INT sites. Most
of the components were already used in the first run and described in detail in RESISTO D.7.2“1st Run Integration and Setup”, Section 3.1.1. As already mentioned the BTC testbed has been
extended with new components to emulate the distribution of IPTV contents to next generation
mobile network users via unicast transmission. These new components are described in more
detail below.

Figure 54: Overview of the (extended) BTC/INT testbed for Use Case 4
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Testbed Components
The following components have been added/implemented to the BTC testbed:










MEC 1 & 2 servers: These components represent the Multi-Access Edge Computing (MEC)
servers that are hosted at the edge of the existing distribution network (i.e. Edge 1 and
Edge 2 nodes). The MEC server will receive live IPTV streams from the source (Server 1)
using the existing multicast streaming infrastructure (as described in the first run). The
IPTV content will be cached by the MEC server and accessed by the mobile end-user
devices via unicast streaming technology (instead of multicast). Due to the MEC server’s
location at the edge of the network the transmission latency of live IPTV streams to mobile
hdevices should be kept to minimum. A Video-On-Demand (VOD) service using the OBS
(Open Broadcaster Software) Studio is running on each MEC server to enable such IPTV
content delivery.
SDN Network (i.e. SDN switches): The next generation network such as 5G is taking the
approach of Control-/User Plane Separation (CUPS) to make user/data plane functions
scale independently and allow operators for a more flexible deployment and
dimensioning of the network. In order to model such 5G data plane network a SoftwareDefined Network (SDN) infrastructure consisting of seven virtual SDN switches is created
and connected to the existing testbed. Two of the SDN switches act as a gateway to the
two MEC servers connected to the Edge nodes. Open vSwitch (OVS) software is used to
implement the distributed virtual SDN switches.
SDN Controller: The SDN controller component is used to provide the central
management of the distributed virtual SDN switches. The Open Network Operating
System (ONOS) is used as the SDN controller implementation. The controller is
communicating with the virtual switches via the OpenFlow protocol. In the testbed the
SDN controller will be used to manage the internal network traffic flow rules of each
switch enabling a dynamic traffic routing between the MEC servers and the mobile clients
(end-devices).
Mobile IPTV Client 1 & 2: These components represent the mobile IPTV clients that can
access the live IPTV stream from either MEC 1 or 2 server on-demand. The content will be
accessed via a URL (i.e. IP address of MEC server) with a valid key/credential. In the
testbed the Mobile IPTV Client 1 and 2 will request the content from MEC 1 and 2,
respectively. Client 1 is connected to SDN Switch 7 and Client 2 to SDN Switch 5; this setup
should model the geographical dependency of the IPTV service provisioning based on
end-user’s location in order to minimise latency between IPTV clients and MEC servers.
In normal operation the switches’ default routing tables do not allow traffic routing
between MEC 1 and Client 2 or MEC 2 and Client 1.
Controller REST API: In the second run a new REST API is exposed by the Controller to the
RESISTO platform to allow executing a mitigation action directly on the SDN network. One
of the exposed function is to reroute or divert network traffic between MEC 1 and MEC 2
servers.

Integration with RESISTO Platform
The integration of the testbed components with the RESISTO platform has been mainly done
during the first piloting round (see Section 6.2.3 of the Deliverable D7.2). This includes establishing
the network connectivity via VPN tunnels between BTC/INT sites and LDO/TIM sites hosting the
RESISTO platform. Other integration tasks involved the communication and exchanges of the
messages between the testbed and the RESISTO platform. In the first piloting round only the
services and network ports exposed by the RESISTO platform were opened in order to allow the
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testbed send the event messages to the platform for further processing, e.g. event correlation. In
this second piloting round the service and port exposed by the BTC’s controller component have
also been opened via the established VPN tunnel (i.e. in the reverse direction). This will enable
the RESISTO platform to send a message back to the testbed, i.e. executing a remote REST API
function, in order to directly apply the mitigation action on the testbed. Furthermore a number
of tests have been performed on the SECUHW component at INT site; the test flows and results
are described in Section 6.3.
Description of Risk Predictor Interface for Use Case #4
The Risk Predictor assesses the consequences of heterogeneous events: they can be adverse
events but also repairing or mitigation measures. The Risk Predictor exploits the use of the
CISIApro 2.0 simulator that has been described in Deliverable D4.4. The model is depicted in Figure
55, where on the left side are present the evaluation of the aggregated values called "service" and
on the right side has depicted the nodes and the connections among the elements of the network
in the Use Case 4. Note that the model is based on the original testbed architecture (i.e. current
CI) without the additional components for the SDN network (i.e. future CI).

Figure 55: The model exploited in the Risk Predictor for Use Case 4
The same network is depicted in Figure 56, where a more user-friendly version is visualised in the
User Interface (UI) of the Risk Predictor. The model represents a network infrastructure for
delivering video streams to different types of video clients or end-devices. In Figure 57, the entire
UI of the Risk Predictor is represented: the left bar contains the link to all the pages in the UI; the
upper bar contains eight gauges containing the actual value of the so-called services evaluated by
the simulator; the central part contains the map of the network; the right bar contains a graph
depending by time, the evaluation of the suggested mitigation actions, and the information for
each device on the evaluation of the underlying simulator. The graph contains three services:
global, building and MPLS QoS, to represent how those services are changing over time. These
services have been chosen as the more significant. The mitigation panel represents an addition in
the 2nd run execution with respect to the 1st run: the mitigation panel assesses a value of
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improvement if the mitigation action is chosen. The last section is devoted to listing all the
information evaluated by the Risk Predictor for each device in the network.

Figure 56: Visualisation of the network in Use Case 4

Figure 57: The Risk Predictor User Interface (UI) for Use Case 4

6.1.2. Test scenarios
Test Description
The test cases are designed to observe the impact of particular physical- and cyber-attacks on
delivering multicast-enabled IPTV services to end-users and how the RESISTO platform can help
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detect the attacks and mitigate them. In this second piloting round the transmission of live IPTV
stream is extended to non-multicast end-users connected to a next generation (SDN-based)
network infrastructure with the help of Multi-Access Edge Computing (MEC) servers that are
hosted at the edge of the existing multicast distribution network. Note that all the test cases
developed in the first piloting round are still valid and used in the second round.
As already described in Deliverable D7.2 Section 6.2.5 once an intermediate network node (i.e.
Metro 1 node) is affected by cyber-attacks the live IPTV multicast stream may be re-routed via a
redundant network path (i.e. towards the Edge 1 node) in order to restore the service. As shown
in Figure 54 any disruptions to Edge 1 node will have a direct impact on the service provided by
MEC 1 server. In order to take the benefit of dynamic routing capability of the SDN network and
minimise potential service disruptions or degradations to the end-users the testbed allows the
network operator (e.g. via RESISTO platform) to programmatically change/enforce the traffic flow
rules of the virtual SDN switches to re-route the unicast traffic from MEC 1 to MEC 2 server, as
illustrated in Figure 58. Such re-routing action will be transparent to the end-users/devices as it
does not require them to manually change the URL or IP address of the associated MEC server in
order to maintain the live IPTV (unicast) stream.

Figure 58: Test architecture for Use Case 4 (BTC site)
Test Cases
In total there are three test cases or scenarios used in the second piloting round. These test cases
were already used in the first round and described in detail in Deliverable D7.2. Furthermore the
event messages that are generated and sent to the RESISTO platform (i.e. its correlator module)
for each test case remain unchanged. The RESISTO correlation rules have been enhanced to take
the different geo-locations of the physical or cyber sensors into account when correlating the
received events. This means that only the events that are generated by sensors located in the
same building or site will be correlated together by the RESISTO correlator module prior to raising
alarm. The geo-locations of physical and cyber sensors registered at BTC and INT sites have been
aligned accordingly, i.e. UK has been chosen as their common geographic locations.
The three test cases are summarised as follows:
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Test Case 1 – Cyberattack preparation: This test case refers to a scenario where an
attacker has gained unauthorised wireless network access and started scanning open
ports and vulnerabilities of the systems hosted on site. Event message coming from INT’s
physical cyber sensor is correlated with cyber alerts reported by BTC’s Intrusion Detection
and Prevention System (IDPS) software installed on the target network node. The
penetration testing tool Metasploit is used to emulate the vulnerability scanning attack.



Test Case 2 – Physical security breach: This test case refers to a scenario where an
attacker has gained physical access to a secured server room after successfully
compromising the site’s surveillance system. Event messages coming from local INT’s
physical cyber sensors are correlated with a simulated physical sensor’s (i.e. smart lock)
event from BTC’s testbed.



Test Case 3 – DDoS attack on a critical network node: This test case refers to a scenario
where an attacker can launch a DDoS attack targeting a critical network node (i.e. Metro
1 node) which routes multicast IPTV streams to end-users via edge nodes/MEC servers. It
is assumed that such attack has been made possible by a malicious software that was
successfully implanted on another network node, e.g. security implications of physical
security breach earlier. Various types of event messages coming from BTC’s testbed are
received and processed by the RESISTO platform. This test case aims to observe the
impacts of the attack on the IPTV service continuity and how the RESISTO platform can
mitigate them.

The following three tables provide an overview of the reported physical/cyber-sensor’s events for
each test case and the associated correlation rules:
Table 1: Summary of Test Case 1 in Use Case 4
Test Case 1 – Cyberattack preparation (location: Edge 1 node site)
Event name

Sensor name

Correlation rule and conditions

Unauthorized Device/
Client

RADIOFILTER @INT

Cyber intrusion alerts
(multiple signatures)

IDPS software @BTC

 1 RADIOFILTER message and at least 50 IDPS
alerts received within time window
 Time window: 2 minutes
 Sensor’s location within 10m range of the
registered site location

Table 2: Summary of Test Case 2 in Use Case 4
Test Case 2 – Physical security breach (location: Edge 1 node site)
Event name

Sensor name

Correlation rule and conditions

Unauthorized
Device/ Client

RADIOFILTER @INT

DoS Attack

RADIOFILTER @INT

Door Unlocked

“Smart Lock” simulated
by a script @BTC

 The three sensor’s messages received
within time window
 Time window: 2 minutes
 Sensor’s location within 10m range of the
registered site location
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Table 3: Summary of Test Case 3 in Use Case 4
Test Case 3 – DDoS attack on a critical network node (location: Metro 1 node site)
Event name

Sensor name

Correlation rule and conditions

Inbound traffic load

Network metric @BTC

Total CPU usage

CPU metric @BTC

Cyber intrusion
alerts

IDPS software @BTC

 Over one million inbound packets recorded
within 10s period at a single network
interface
 Total CPU usage load of the node over 75%
 At least 500 IDPS alerts indicating DDoS
attacks
 The three types of events received within
time window
 Time window: 2 minutes
 Sensor’s location within 10m range of the
registered site location

6.2. Piloting 2nd Run – Use Case Execution
The second piloting round was conducted via virtual meeting with all the representatives of
involved consortium partners. After initially testing and validating the basic functionality of the
testbed components as well as their integration with the RESISTO platform (including its Cockpit,
Correlator and Risk Predictor modules), each test case was then executed and the outcomes
observed and recorded/noted. In the following paragraphs the results of each test case are
presented and discussed. One of the main objectives of this second piloting round is to examine
the capability of RESISTO’s Risk Predictor which was missing during the first round. Please refer to
Section 6.3 in Deliverable D7.2 for more details of the step-by-step execution of each test case.
Test Case 1 – Cyberattack preparation
Since this test case refers to a preparation of a cyberattack there is no direct impact on the live
IPTV streaming service. After a RADIOFILTER message “Unauthorized Device/Client” was
generated and sent to RESISTO platform, a vulnerability scanning on “Router 1” node was carried
out using the penetration tool “Metasploit”. This activity triggered a number of IDPS alerts which
could then be observed from the Controller’s security dashboard. Figure 59 and Figure 60 show
both types of events observed on their respective monitoring dashboards.
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Figure 59: “Unauthorized Device/Client” message generated at INT site

Figure 60: IDPS alerts from Router 1 node during Test Case 1 execution
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After correlating (at least 50) IDPS alerts with the previously received RADIOFILTER message the
RESISTO platform produced an audio visual alarm on the Cockpit showing the geographic location
of the node site, as shown in Figure 61.

Figure 61: RESISTO Cockpit showing audio-visual alarm for Test Case 1
Figure 62 depicts the evaluation of the Risk Predictor after it received the alert message from
LDO’s SC2 (Safety & Security Control Centre) platform, related to an unknown device and an
intrusion detected from an IDPS (Intrusion Detection & Prevention System).

Figure 62: The Risk Predictor user interface after receiving a RESISTO alert in Test Case 1
In this case, the Risk Predictor evaluates the impact of the received message on the Global QoS,
because there is no specific device affected by this negative event. For this reason, the map is still
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“all-green” because any device can be directly affected by this event. The mitigation measures,
evaluated by the Risk Predictor, are not able to restrict the effect of the event.
Test Case 2 – Physical security breach
Similar to Test Case 1, there should be no direct impact on the live IPTV streaming service during
the execution of this test case as the simulated security breach into a building/room is seen as a
prerequisite to the actual disruptive cyberattack. The three event messages were generated and
sent to RESISTO platform in chronological order. The first one was the “Unauthorized
Device/Client” message and the second one the “DoS Attack” message. Both were generated by
the RADIOFILTER sensor located at INT site, as shown in Figure 63. The third message was
generated at BTC site to simulate a “Door Unlocked” event (Figure 64). Each event message shows
different geo-locations (i.e. latitude and longitude) but they all are within 10m range of the
registered location of the affected node site (i.e. Edge 1 node).

Figure 63: “Unauthorized Device/Client” and “Unknown Traffic” (DoS Attack) messages
generated at INT site

Figure 64: “Door Unlocked” event generated at BTC site
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The RESISTO platform (i.e. its Correlator module) received all the three messages within the
specified time window and verified that the messages were generated by sensors that are located
in the vicinity of each other. Figure 65 shows the visualisation of the triggered alarm on the
RESISTO cockpit with the alarm’s geographic location (i.e. location of Edge 1 node).

Figure 65: RESISTO Cockpit showing audio-visual alarm for Test Case 2
Figure 66 depicts the evaluation of the Risk Predictor after it received the alert message related
to a physical security breach and detection of an unknown device.

Figure 66: The Risk Predictor user interface after receiving a RESISTO alert in Test Case 2
In this case, the interesting page of the Risk Predictor UI is the one entitled “Map”. On this page,
with respect to the “Risk” page depicted earlier in Figure 62, the Risk Predictor is devoted to
physical events affecting buildings. In this case, Building 1 is red because it has been severely
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affected by unauthorised access. This event also causes the Building QoS to become 50%, as the
mean value between the operability of the two buildings. The Global QoS is 75% due to the
unknown device detected in the network. Also in this case, the mitigation actions that can be
assessed by the Risk Predictor are not meaningful for the specific events.
Test Case 3 – DDoS attack on a critical network node
In this test case a DDoS attack is simulated on a network node (i.e. Metro 1 node) with the
intention to overload the node and disrupt its IPTV routing service. While the focus of the first
piloting round was on streaming the IPTV content to multicast clients only, the second piloting
round also looks at the impact on (mobile) clients/users who are consuming the live IPTV stream
via unicast transmission on a next generation network. Nevertheless, multicast is still used to
deliver live IPTV stream to the associated edge computing servers which cache and serve the
contents to on-demand (mobile) users.
Prior to execution of Test Case 3 the IPTV service delivery to unicast clients was validated on the
(extended) testbed as follows:
1. A video (i.e. IPTV content) was streamed from Server 1 to the associated multicast
channel/group.
2. A video-on-demand service was then launched on both MEC 1 and MEC 2 servers, each
joining the multicast channel and using the IPTV stream as its live video source.
3. The SDN network (i.e. its virtual switches) was already preconfigured to route any IP
packets between MEC 1 server (connected to Edge 1 node) and mobile IPTV Client 1 (as
well as between MEC 2 server and mobile IPTV Client 2).
4. A media player on IPTV Client 1 was then configured to access the MEC 1 server’s URL of
the on-demand IPTV content (i.e. “channel”) in order to stream and display the video
(Figure 67) in a unicast fashion.
5. Figure 67 also shows the UI of the ONOS SDN Controller which visualises the live routing
of IPTV packets from MEC 1 server/Edge 1 to IPTV Client 1; the traffic throughout is shown
in pps (packet per second).
6. While the IPTV stream was running the Controller continuously monitored the network
and system performance (CPU) metrics of each network node; Figure 68 shows the
metrics of Metro 1 node in normal condition (prior to the DDoS attack).

Figure 67: Unicast IPTV streaming via SDN network
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Figure 68: CPU and network performance metrics of Metro 1 node in normal condition
A DDoS attack towards Metro 1 node was then launched from Edge 1 node using a script. After a
short time a surge in CPU usage (> 75%) and inbound packets (> 1million within 10s) at the relevant
network interface of Metro 1 node (VM) could be observed on the Controller’s system dashboard
as depicted in Figure 69.

Figure 69: CPU and network performance metrics of Metro 1 node during Test Case 3 execution
At the same time a surge in the number and frequency of IDPS alerts suggesting a DDoS attack
(i.e. multiple source IP with single destination IP) could also be observed on the Controller’s alert
dashboard (Figure 70). This 3-tuple of information, i.e. total CPU usage, inbound packets rate, and
number of IDPS alerts, was sent to the RESISTO platform within a time window of 2 minutes. The
RESISTO platform successfully correlated the events and raised an audible alarm; the geographic
location of the affected network node (Metro 1) was then visualised on its cockpit along with the
alarm details (Figure 71).
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Figure 70: IDPS alerts from Metro 1 node during Test Case 3 execution

Figure 71: RESISTO Cockpit showing audio-visual alarm for Test Case 3
In this test case the Risk Predictor received a message related to a DDoS attack on Alcatel-Lucent
SDH-1 (i.e. Metro 1 node). This device is the one in red shown in the Risk Predictor UI (Figure 72).
The information panel on the right bar of the UI displays the operability of this device and the
reason caused by a DoS attack. This attack can have a possible impact on Mobile-1 that appears
in Figure 72 as light green with operability at 76%. This evaluation is mainly due to the services
that are passing through the Alcatel Lucent SDH 1, and can be affected by the DDoS attack. The
services are generated by Camera 1. Note that in the context of the extended testbed architecture
(see Figure 54) Mobile-1 can also be represented by MEC 1 server.
This event caused also a possible downgrade of the performances of the entire network as
visualized in the gauges. The inoperability of the Alcatel Lucent SDH 1 caused an impact on the
Routing QoS, reduced to 91%. The number was calculated as the mean value among the
operability of 11 devices: Alcatel Lucent, Alcatel Lucent SDH 1, Alcatel Lucent SDH 2, Alcatel Lucent
SDH 3, 7601 1, 7606 2, 7602 3, 7606 4, BRA, Access Router 1, and Access Router 2. The Service
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QoS was affected by four devices that were receiving the services (i.e. video streaming) that are:
two houses, and two mobile phones. The mean value is therefore 94%.
The MPLS network QoS indicator is the mean value between Routing and Switching QoS. The
Global QoS is the mean value between Redundancy, MPLS Network and Service QoS, assessed as
97%.

Figure 72: The Risk Predictor User Interface after receiving a RESISTO alert in Test Case 3
In general, the values of the gauges were quite good because the device affected by the DDoS can
be avoided using a different routing path, as demonstrated in Figure 73. Here, by clicking on
“Different Routing Path” as possible mitigation action the Risk predictor suggestedd the possibility
of going back to a normal situation (i.e. Global QoS 100%).

Figure 73: The Risk Predictor evaluating the re-routing decision in Test Case 3
The same can be also realised by clicking on “Relocation Server Functions”. In this case, if the
video streamer is moved into the Camera 2 node, the packets would be travelling on a different
routing path avoiding the node under attack.
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During the piloting session the option to reroute the traffic via different network path was chosen
on the RESISTO cockpit. Since it was Metro 1 node which was under the attack the mitigation
action means that any multicast IPTV traffic destined for Edge 1 node (and MEC 1 server) would
then be routed through Metro 2 node instead (cf. Figure 58). The rerouting may be executed
automatically or manually by the network operator. In order to reduce further delay and minimise
any service disruptions to unicast clients (served by MEC 1 server) the rerouting action also
enforced new traffic flow policies or rules to the connected SDN network. The RESISTO platform
called the following REST API function exposed by the Controller:
http://172.25.0.1:8080/resisto-btc-controller/v1/rerouteTraffic?networkNode=mec1

The API function basically informed the SDN Controller to apply associated (new) traffic flow rules
to the relevant virtual switches (i.e. Switch 1, 2, 3 and 7) in order to divert unicast IPTV traffic from
MEC 1 server to MEC 2 server. After the flow rule updates are executed the unicast IPTV service
could instantly be resumed from MEC 2 server to mobile IPTV Client 1, as shown in Figure 74. With
that in place the test case is completed.

Figure 74: Unicast IPTV streaming via SDN network after rerouting action
Filled-in Preparation Tables
Following the description and explanations for the preparation Tables made previously in Section
2.1, the filled-in versions of the relevant Tables for the 2nd piloting round of Use Case 4 are given
below. Thus, the reader is able, at a glance, to see altogether what was tested during the 2nd pilot
in the Use Case 4.
Prerequisites

Type

Checked

Involved
partners

Additional
Comments

1

Event messages
received by the
correlator

Yes

LDO, BTC, ΙΝΤ

Tested in
round 1

2

Mitigation
measures

No

LDO, BTC

OK
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shown by the
workflow
3

Infrastructure
modeling

No

RM3

OK

4

Clock
synchronization

No

LDO, BTC, ΙΝΤ

For time
related KPI
measurements.

Test case 1
Detection
EVENTS
1

Identifier expected by
the correlator

Event type

SourceID: "5030a844- Unknown
3ed5-11eb-b378Device/Client
0242ac130001" &

Tested

Tested

(round 1)

(round 2)

Additional
Comments

Yes

Yes

RADIOFILTER
(INT)

Yes

Yes

IDPS (BTC)

Type: "UnknownClient"
or "UnknownDevice";
2

vendor: "IDPS"

Intrusion
Detection

ALERT
S

Name shown by
the workflow

Correlate
d events

1

MaliciousUknownD
eviceorClient

#1 and #2

Correlation rule

Teste
d

Teste
d

(roun
d 1)

(roun
d 2)

1-minute window, Yes
one(1) #1 event
followed
by
fifty(50) #2 events

Additiona
l
Comment
s

Yes

Mitigation Measures
MITIGATIO
N
MEASURES

Name shown by the
workflow

Alert

Tested

Risk
predictor
assessment

(round
2)

1

Vulnerability analysis MaliciousUkno
wnDeviceorClie
nt

No

Yes

2

Security guard

No

Yes

3

Traffic rerouting

Yes

Yes

4

Service migration

Yes

Yes

5

Service restart

No

Yes
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Test case 2
Detection
Identifier
expected by the
correlator

EVENTS
1

Event type

SourceID:
Unknown
"5030a844-3ed5- Client
11eb-b3780242ac130001" &

Tested

Tested

(round 1)

(round 2)

Additional
Comments

Yes

Yes

RADIOFILTER
(INT)

Yes

Yes

RADIOFILTER
(INT)

Yes

Yes

TESTBED
(BTC)

Type:
"UnknownClient"
2

SourceID:
DoS Attack
"5030a844-3ed511eb-b3780242ac130001" &
Type:
"UnknownTraffic"

3

Type:
"Door Door
Unlocked Event"
Unlocked

ALERTS
1

Name shown by the
workflow

Correlated
events

Correlation
rule

Tested

Tested

(round
1)

(round
2)

PhysicalSecurityBreach #1, #2 and All three Yes
#3
types
of
events
happen in
2-minute
window

Additional
Comments

Yes

Mitigation Measures
Name shown
by the
workflow

MITIGATION
MEASURES

Alert

Tested

Risk
predictor
assessment

(round
2)

No

Yes

No

Yes

1

Vulnerability
analysis

2

Security guard

3

Traffic
rerouting

Yes

Yes

4

Service
migration

Yes

Yes

5

Service restart

No

Yes
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Test case 3
Detection
Identifier
expected by
the
correlator

EVENTS

Event type

1

Name:
"Network
Metric"

2

Name: "CPU Total
metric"
load

3

vendor:
DDoS attack
"IDPS"
&
message
content:
"DROP
Spamhaus
DROP Listed
Traffic
Inbound"

ALERTS

Name
shown by
the
workflow

1

DDoSAttack

Inbound
traffic load

Correlated
events

Tested

Tested

(round 1)

(round 2)

Additional
Comments

Yes

Yes

TESTBED
(BTC)

usage Yes

Yes

TESTBED
(BTC)

Yes

IDPS (BTC)

Yes

Correlation
rule

Tested

Tested

(round 1)

(round 2)

#1, #2 and Within 90 Yes
#3
secs, #1>1
million,
#2>90%
and 500 #3

Additional
Comments

Yes

Mitigation Measures
MITIGATION
MEASURES

Name shown
by the
workflow

Alert

Risk
predictor
assessment

(round 2)

Tested

1

Vulnerability
analysis

No

Yes

2

Security
guard

No

Yes

3

Traffic
rerouting

DDoSAttack

Yes

Yes

4

Service
migration

DDoSAttack

Yes

Yes

5

Service
restart

DDoSAttack

No

Yes
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6.3. Long Term Control Loop (LTCL) Results
The Risk Predictor tool used the network model shown in Figure 56 to perform the Short Term
Control Loop (STCL) risk assessment. Figure 75 shows the equivalent graphical representation of
the testbed in the LTCL simulation tool used in the second piloting round. The nodes have been
classified into routing, switching, firewall, streamers and service. They have been colour-coded
based on their classification. Cyan nodes represent routing, orange switching, red firewall, green
streamers, blue service and grey for the unclassified nodes. The assumption in the simulation is
requests originate from the end users and are directed to the servers. In this testbed, the end user
nodes are 0, 4, 7, 12, 17 and the servers are nodes 25, 27, 30 and 32. There are three different
scenarios simulated in the use case. They are explained with the results in the following
subsections.

Figure 75: Graphical representation of the BTC testbed for LTCL assessment
Scenario 1
The first scenario is a malicious, unknown device or client that is connected to the testbed. Node
20 (SCH-3) is considered to be accessed and damaged in this scenario. A threat is designed to
knock out this node. The repair time is considered to be 300 minutes. As a mitigation measure,
anti-malware installations have been considered which would identify the threat and isolate it in
15 minutes. This is reflected in the simulation with a reduced repair time.
Figure 76 shows the flow of requests in the network from different sources. As the node 20 is
damaged, no requests are forwarded on from 20 and consequently there is a drop in traffic on
the end nodes. Figure 77 highlights the resilience of the system in terms of percentage of working
nodes and percentage of working arcs. It can be seen that with mitigation measures in place, the
system recovers faster as the repair time is much shorter, however the initial damage is the same.
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Figure 76: Heatmap of BTC testbed highlighting impact of damage to node 20 (Scenario 1)

Figure 77: Resilience curve with mitigation measures representing percentage of working nodes
and arcs (Scenario 1)
Scenario 2
This scenario is a combination of events including a denial of service attack and unauthorized
intrusion. From the network testbed, two of the highly connected nodes (Node 15 and 16) for the
attack are considered. Node 15 is attacked with a physical intrusion. This has repair time of 400
minutes. Fifteen minutes later, node 16 is attacked using denial of service with mean repair time
as 180 minutes. As a mitigation strategy, redundancy on both nodes are considered. Node 16 is
repaired in 15 minutes. Node 15 is first physically secured and then the back-up system is installed
which takes 45 minutes.
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Figure 78: Heatmap of BTC testbed highlighting impact of organised attack on node 15 and 16
(Scenario 2)

Figure 78 shows the flow of requests in the network from different sources. As nodes 15 and 16
are collecting requests from two different branches, failure in these nodes causes significant
reduction in flow of requests across the network.
Figure 79 highlights the resilience of the system in terms of percentage of working nodes and
percentage of working arcs. It can be seen that with mitigation measures in place, the system has
the same overall shape but is much faster in recovery.

Figure 79: Resilience curve with mitigation measures representing percentage of working nodes
and arcs (Scenario 2)
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Scenario 3
The scenario simulates a network traffic overload along with denial of service attack. Nodes 22
and 23 are considered for this attack. An organized attack on these two nodes would render all
four streaming servers unavailable. Both the nodes are knocked out at a time difference of 15
minutes. The damage propagates in the network. The repair time for an overloaded node is
considered 30 minutes, which would be resolved with system restart while the node under denial
of service attack takes 180 minutes to be restored. As a mitigation strategy, there are
redundancies in the network nodes, which would come in effect in 15 minutes for both the nodes,
significantly reducing the downtime.
Figure 80 shows the flow of requests in the network from different sources. As the node 22 is
damaged, the redundant node 23 accepts requests and there is still flow in the network. However,
once the node 23 is damaged too, as shown in Figure 81, the entire network fails. There are no
requests routed to any of the four streamers.

Figure 80: Heatmap of BTC testbed highlighting impact of overload on node 22 (Scenario 3)

Figure 81: Heatmap of BTC testbed highlighting impact of overload on node 22 and damage on
node 23 (Scenario 3)
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Figure 82 highlights the resilience of the overall system in terms of percentage of working nodes
and percentage of working arcs. It can be seen that with mitigation measures in place, the system
recovers faster and also does not reach the same final damage as the original attack without
mitigation measures. This is because, by the time second node is attacked, the first one already
recovered.

Figure 82: Resilience curve with mitigation measures representing percentage of working nodes
and arcs
Comparison with STCL (Risk Predictor) results
Test Case 3 (DDoS attack on a critical network node) is chosen as a scenario for comparing the
STCL/Risk Predictor results with the LTCL simulation results. According to the Risk Predictor model
a (Distributed) Denial of Service attack was targeting the Alcatel Lucent SDH 1 node. This would
represent node 16 in the LTCL network model (cf. Figure 75). An attack with this information was
then simulated and the results presented as follows.
Figure 83 highlights the heatmap of the testbed with attack on node 16. As the node is damaged,
the flow in the network is reduced. From the Risk Predictor’s evaluation data the availability of
this impacted node is extracted and is plotted along with the resilience results from the simulation
as shown in Figure 84 and Figure 85. The results from the Risk Predictor/STCL was measured in
real-time. In the simulation, it is assumed that damage to the node with denial of service attack
takes 180 minutes to repair and so the system takes longer to repair in the simulation results. This
is the reason for difference in recovery times between STCL and LTCL results. With suitable
modification in repair times, the results can more closely resemble the measurement data.
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Figure 83: Heatmap highlighting impact of denial of service on node 16 (Test Case 3)

Figure 84: Resilience of the network as provided in STCL result (Test Case 3)
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Figure 85: Resilience of the network as simulated in LTCL (Test Case 3)

6.4. Piloting 2nd Run – SECUHW Tests
SECUHW is an Integrasys (INT) development for secure OTA firmware that also protects the
devices against unauthorised changes of firmware and/or configurations (see more details in
D7.2). Next figure shows the architecture of SECUHW integrated with RADIOFILTER node
infrastructure and Guardtime Server.

Figure 86: Overview of the SECUHW architecture and message flow
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6.4.1. Test flows and results
A proof of concept of SECUHW tool has been developed and tested within a controlled
environment in INT premises. In order to avoid any interference with the testbed infrastructure
of BTC and due to its development in the last phase of the project, this tool has not been involved
in the attack storyline of Use Case 4 test cases during the piloting. In the INT tests, the proper
operation of the tool on RADIOFILTER nodes and the sending the events to RESISTO platform have
been verified.
Test 1 – Unauthorized change of configuration through physical access or local network
Description
The first test is intended to validate the defend capability of SECUHW against attacks where the
attacker has physical access to the RADIOFILTER server (or through a local network) and modify
the configuration setting of RADIOFILTER with the intention to add a new trustable device to the
whitelist and therefore to connect a malicious device to the network.
In order to detect this kind of unauthorized configuration, Guardtime sign and online verification
tool (checking the Guardtime server) are used. The method is the following: when an authorised
user changes the configuration of RADIOFILTER using the web interface (Figure 87), the system
will ask for the credentials to perform a sign of the configuration using Guardtime KSI tools. If this
configuration file is changed manually from the raw file, the RADIOFILTER will detect it as an
unsigned device and it will send the alert to the RESISTO platform.

Figure 87: Access Point whitelist in RADIOFILTER management web interface
Results
The RADIOFILTER server was accessed physically and a new device added into its whitelist. The
RADIOFILTER performed an automatic verification of the signed configuration and sent the
following alert message to the RESISTO platform (via Kafka) indicating the unauthorized change
of whitelist:
{"headers":{"uuid": "eefad1f2-009d-4a98-bb1f86d6b041d6d5","timestamp":"1631704303111","key":"d7add03b-5ade-44d2-98ea8c9fdb2a0363"},"body":"{\"SourceID\":\"5030a844-3ed5-11eb-b3780242ac130001\",\"Type\":\"UnknownWhitelist\",\"Latitude\":\"37.38211\",\"Longitude\":\"6.028726\",\"Altitude\":\"0\",\"CreateTime\":\"Wed 15th, 11:11:44pm\",\"DetectTime\":\"Wed 15th,
11:11:43pm\",\"Category\":\"Recognize.UnknownFirmware\",\"Description\":\"Detected whitelist
modification attack\",\"MAC\":\"e0:b9:e5:ee:c1:05\”,\"Location\":\"Room
B\",\"NodeName\":\"eu.resisto.secuhw.1\",\"NodeType\": \"Monitor\",\"NodeSW\":\"Secuhw v1.0\"}"}

Test 2 – Unauthorized OTA firmware change
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Description
The second test is intended to validate the capacity of SECUHW to detect unauthorized releases
of OTA firmware through Mender. Mender includes a layer of security using certificates to
authenticate and accept connections of devices as well as signing and verifying artefact transfer
(artefacts are packages with software updates for delivery to the devices); for this reason, the
Mender server cannot be supplanted. But, in order to provide a double verification mechanism,
SECUHW uses Guardtime KSI tools to sign the artefact before delivering it. The firmware is
validated at the RADIOFILTER node using offline Guardtime KSI verification based on downloaded
publications.
To detect this kind of event, RADIOFILTER nodes perform a verification within the signed artefact
in order to detect if there has been previously signed; if it is not the SECUHW system will send an
alert indicating an unauthorized change of firmware.
Results
An unauthorized artefact was created and delivered to the RADIOFILTER nodes. The nodes sent
the alert to the RADIOFILTER server that sent the following alert to RESISTO platform (via Kafka)
indicating unauthorized change of firmware:
{"headers":{"uuid": "79fde07a-a9ba-48b4-8877d418e57b7e38","timestamp":"1631701848111","key":"d7add03b-5ade-44d2-98ea8c9fdb2a0363"},"body":"{\"SourceID\":\"5030a844-3ed5-11eb-b3780242ac130001\",\"Type\":\"UnknownFirmware\",\"Latitude\":\"37.38211\",\"Longitude\":\"6.028726\",\"Altitude\":\"0\",\"CreateTime\":\"Wed 15th, 10:30:49pm\\",\"DetectTime\":\"Wed 15th,
10:30:48pm\",\"Category\":\"Recognize.UnknownFirmware\",\"Description\":\"Detected firmware
modification attack in software update procedure\",\"MAC\":\"e0:b9:e5:ee:c1:05\”,\"Location\":\"Room
B\",\"NodeName\":\"eu.resisto.secuhw.1\",\"NodeType\": \"Monitor\",\"NodeSW\":\"Secuhw v1.0\"}"}

6.4.2. Discussions
SECUHW has been tested with the two different kind of attacks that have been detected as
potentially problematic with success. The different kind of attacks to modify or change the
firmware or the configuration has been automatically detected using Guardtime KSI sign and
verify process during the operation. The system reacted to them sending an alert to the RESISTO’s
Kafka server to indicate the potential break in the security.
The general criteria considered is that any device connected to the Internet is vulnerable to
security attacks and protecting them lies precisely in a framework that must consider the aspects
of authentication, authorization and integrity.
The use of Mender provides a layer of security in the firmware modification because it delivers
OTA updates securely, maintaining the identity of the communication endpoints, ensuring
message authentication, together with integration with hardware security solutions are critical
factors in a secure software update. The strong points are the system’s root Certificate Authorities
(CAs) to verify the server identity by default in the communication between node and server (that
is through a REST API over a TLS-encrypted channel). Also, it is important to note that there are
not open ports required for the use of Mender on the device (avoiding the vulnerabilities of direct
attacks). And for the authorization, each Device has a unique public and private RSA key with a
default length of 3072 bits. The key can be generated offline and provisioned within the Device
storage. Once generated, private key cannot be changed or retrieved by means of API calls. New
key requires a new authentication and authorization process.
This mechanism protects against tries to supplanting Mender server.
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Mender has also a sign and verify mechanism to sign the creation of artefacts when they are
uploaded to the Mender server providing the trust that the update is being provided by a trusted
source. The process flow is shown in Figure 88 below.

Figure 88: Mender flow diagram
It uses a signing algorithm using RSA with recommended key length of at least 3072 bits or ECDSA
with curve P-256. The verification of the artefact is performed in the nodes after the delivery
(Mender server does not alter the signed artefact). This method is very effective but if someone
could access and alter the development platform of RADIOFILTER and create an artefact with
malware, he could sign it and it would be a leak in the security. For this reason, SECUHW includes
a two-steps signing process. The second one is using Guardtime and the signing process in an
external centralised server.
There is also a weak part of the Mender platform which is the user authentication in the Mender
server (using email address and a password). Mender has also support a two-steps authentication
mechanism but is not enabled by default. In this case, if an attacker gets the credentials of a user
with a management role, he can deliver old signed artefacts to the nodes but using Guardtime
and the timestamped Blockchain signing mechanism these updates are rejected. To recover a
previous update in the nodes it is necessary to sign again with Guardtime KSI tool before delivering
it. Guardtime adds a layer of security because it is necessary credentials to sign and it allows
auditing the different changes of the software due to Blockchain feature.
The validation of the Guardtime signing process is performed in the final node after receiving the
OTA update. The limitation of Guardtime signing is that it requires an Internet connection since it
is server based (this server is external and provided by the Guardtime company) but it is adequate
due to the proposed architecture of the RADIOFILTER solution based on a RADIOFILTER server and
a Mender server that has Internet connection.
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7. UC10: PROTECTION AND RESILIENCE OF THE TIM'S NETWORK
NODES
Use Case #10 has been defined to demonstrate how the RESISTO platform, thanks to its Threat
Intelligence features, can be successful used for the protection of the customers’ network nodes
and infrastructures, by leveraging its ability to correlate information also form OSINT sources with
the information related to the configuration of the provided customers network elements. In fact,
current Telco infrastructures are the preferred target for DDos attacks and other form of malicious
activities. Among the various elements of a Telco network, customers’ elements are surely the
most exposed and easy to select as a potential victim by hackers, because they are “outside” the
traditional security perimeter and they face directly the open Internet. Given the huge number of
elements and technologies involved in Telco customers’ networks, traditional provisioning and
assurance processes are under pressure in order to provide to customers’ protection against cyber
threats. Threat Intelligence permits to concentrate the effort only to the most important
vulnerabilities, without wasting resource in tedious and repetitive activities. The present chapter
contains the descriptions of both, the first and second run experiments, since the results of the
first run were not fully described in the deliverable D7.2.

7.1. Pilot setup and introduction to 1st and 2nd runs pilot
TIM’s test bed has been completely virtualized by using the Telecom Italia Cloud infrastructure,
as the lockdown and the COVID-19 pandemic caused the inaccessibility of the offices and technical
premises. Hence, the interconnection with the RESISTO platform, for all the TIM use cases, is
extremely straightforward, since the entire RESITO elements are already hosted in the Telecom
Italia infrastructure. Anyway, the interconnection among the various elements can be considered
as a simulation of the real environment whenever the customers’ infrastructures are hosted in
the Telecom Italia Data Center, by using secure multi-tenant environments. Such scenarios are
becoming very more common as the Operator are improving their Cloud offering.
The figure below illustrates the network interconnection among the various TIM testbed and the
RESISTO platform elements.

Figure 89: TIM UC#10 testbed: Network view
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The UC10 test bed foresees several main sub-networks:
•

a TIM Data Center subnet where the customers’ elements are hosted. A set of various
Virtual Machine (VM) have been setup and configured. Is has been assumed that such VM
have a direct (also through a Network Address Translator box) access to the Internet, and
so they can be target of malicious attacks such as DDoS attacks, SPAM and others. In
particular, the UC10 aims to demonstrate how RESISTO and its OSINT feature can be
effective against external threat actors aimed to exploit possible vulnerabilities present
in the Operative System or software stack installed on them. For this purpose, specific
well-known vulnerabilities have been left unpatched in the customers’ machines.

•

The Resisto Island, where RESISTO and its modules are hosted.

•

The IVRE module (included in the RESISTO Island) is in charge to scan the customers’
elements in order to check the configuration and look for possible vulnerabilities.

•

The OSINT modules identify the relevant threats and inform the RESISTO core elements

•

The EWCF is in charge to notify to the security personnel in charge to manage the
customers’ machines about the identified threats emerging from the Internet.

Fundamental parts of the UC10 tests, are the Threat Intelligence and OSINT modules provided by
Ericsson and integrated into the RESISTO Island, and the EWCF in charge to notify the Rescue
Team via App about the specific alarms detected. The following pictures summarize the main
modules involved in the demonstration.

Figure 90: TIM UC10 testbed: RESISTON internals
Additional information about the HW and SW used in the UC10 testbed can be found in the D7.2.

7.2. Use Case #10 test scenarios
During the tests three main scenarios have been realized, in order to fully verify the RESISTO
platform ability to support the TIM UC10.
First run and second run tests are very similar. During the first run the tests have mainly permitted
the tuning of the different modules, their interconnection, the verification of the messages format
and finally the tuning of the entire UC10. The second run demonstrated the complete support of
the RESISTO platform of the UC10, and in general its ability to integrate Threat Intelligence
features for the analysis and the early warning of potential threats. Moreover, the second run
integrated also information about the geolocation of the exposed virtual machines and, most
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important, a different levels of suggested countermeasures to be put in place to react against the
identified threats.

7.2.1. Piloting the first run
As described in the D7.2, several tests have been proposed to setup the environment and prepare
the second run. All the four foreseen tests, reported below from the D7.2 for completeness, have
been piloted with success.
Test UC10-1 Description
Test description and test architecture
This test aims to check the reachability of the customer network elements from the IVRE
module and at the same time the ability of the IVRE to scan the customer network. Such a
Module is installed close to the RESISTO platform in a different network from the customer
elements.
Expected Results
All the elements (at least two nodes) in the customer network have to be discovered and a
specific map of the available services have to be reported by the IVRE. Also the specific O.S.
family (e.g. Linux/Windows) installed have to be identified.
Test Components:
Component Name

Description

Requirements

Customer Network Element A Network element belonging
to the customer network. It
could be a PC, server or
perform
other
network
functions.

The element must be up and
running. It has to expose at
least the following TCP/IP
services: HTTPS, SSH

Customer Network Element B Network element belonging
to the customer network. It
could be a PC, server or
perform
other
network
functions.

The element must be up and
running. It has to expose at
least the following TCP/IP
services: HTTPS, SSH

IVRE

The IVRE client should be able
to scan the network and to
access to all its nodes and
gather the relevant HW and
SW information.

The customer network has to
be visible from the network
where the IVRE has been
installed

Experiment measurements

Network parameter

KPIs validation:
KPIs

Number of detected physical N.A. in this case
threats
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Number of detected cyber N.A. in this case
threats
Time to Detection (average)
Decision-making
(average)

N.A. in this case

time N.A. in this case

Mitigation time (average)

N.A. in this case

Number of validated security 1 (IVRE)
modules integrated into the
RESISTO platform
Test UC10-2 Description
Test description and test architecture
This test aims to check the ability of the RESISTO OSINT Threat detector, by leveraging the
OSINT Crawler module (TIA), to detect the threat related to the exposed services of the
customers network elements. This test will be performed in “vitro” with fake OSINT
information.
Expected Results
The test has the objective to verify both, the number of threats identified and the exact nature
of the threats
Test Components:
Component Name

Description

Customer Network Element A Network element belonging
to the customer network. It
could be a PC, server or
perform
other
network
functions.

Requirements
The element must be up and
running. It has to expose at
least the following TCP/IP
services: HTTPS, SSH

In
particular
specific
Vulnerabilities
will
be
inserted in the system (e.g.
insecure
protocol
used,
obsolete HTTP server)
Customer Network Element B Network element belonging
to the customer network. It
could be a PC, server or
perform
other
network
functions.

The element must be up and
running. It has to expose at
least the following TCP/IP
services: HTTPS, SSH

In
particular
specific
Vulnerabilities
will
be
inserted in the system (e.g.
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insecure
protocol
obsolete HTTP server)
IVRE

used,

The IVRE client should be able
to scan the network and to
access to all its nodes network
and gather the relevant HW
and SW information and is
able to send them to the
OSINT Service module via the
IGW functionality.

The customer network has to
be visible from the network
where the VRE has been
installed

OSINT Crawler (TIA), OSINT The OSINT source, in order to
services (TIS) an TWR (ML perform the test, will be feed
platform)
with “fake” information about
threat and vulnerabilities that
can be gathered by the OSINT
Crawler and matched with the
ones coming from the IVRE
The TWR will provide ML
analysis to detect the relevant
threats.

The OSINT modules shall be
fully integrated into RESISTO
and up and running. In
particular, the Common
Vulnerability
Exposure
threats (TIA) module have to
be
correctly
integrated.
Moreover, it will be able to
read the “fake” OSINT
information prepared to
perform the test. The fake
OSINT information will map
the vulnerabilities inserted in
the
Customer
Network
Elements

KPIs validation:
KPIs

Experiment measurements

Network parameter

Number of detected physical N.A. in this case
threats
Number of detected cyber At least 2
threats
Time to Detection (average)
Decision-making
(average)

measured by LEONARDO

time measured by LEONARDO

Mitigation time (average)

N.A. in this case

Number of validated security 4 (IVRE, OSINT Crawler, OSINT
modules integrated into the Services and TWR modules)
RESISTO platform
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Test UC10-3 Description
Test description and test architecture
This test aims to check the full OSINT cycle, from the analysis of the customer network to the
notification of the identified threats to the security personnel via the Rescue Team app. This
test will be performed in “vitro” with fake OSINT information.
Expected Results
It is expected that, given specific vulnerabilities present in the customer network elements, the
RESISTO platform is able to identify the exact number of threats and the exact nature of such
threats. Moreover, that information has to be correctly forwarded, in a timely fashion, to the
security personnel.
Test Components:
Component Name

Description

Requirements

Customer Network Element A Network element belonging
to the customer network. It
could be a PC, server or
perform
other
network
functions.

The element must be up and
running. It has to expose at
least the following TCP/IP
services: HTTPS, SSH

Customer Network Element B Network element belonging
to the customer network. It
could be a PC, server or
perform
other
network
functions.

The element must be up and
running. It has to expose at
least the following TCP/IP
services: HTTP, HTTPS, SSH,

IVRE

In
particular
specific
Vulnerabilities
will
be
inserted in the system (e.g.
insecure
protocol
used,
obsolete HTTP server)

In
particular
specific
Vulnerabilities
will
be
inserted in the system (e.g.
insecure
protocol
used,
obsolete HTTP server)

The IVRE client should be able The customer network has to
to
be visible from the network
where the VRE has been
installed

OSINT Crawler (TIA), OSINT The OSINT source, in order to
perform the test, will be feed
services (TIS) and TWR
with “fake” information about
threat and vulnerabilities that
can be matched with the
information
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read the “fake” OSINT
information prepared to
perform the test. The fake
OSINT information will map
the vulnerabilities inserted in
the
Customer
Network
Elements
EWCF Services

The EWCF enable the RESISTO The EWCF needs to be
platform to send notifications integrate in the RESISTO
platform by using the
workflow manager

Rescue Team App

The mobile phone application It is the EWCF that interface
able to receive the RESISTO the app for the notification.
notification

KPIs validation:
KPIs

Experiment measurements

Network parameter

Number of detected physical N.A. in this case
threats
Number of detected cyber At least 2
threats
Time to Detection (average)
Decision-making
(average)

measured by LEONARDO

time measured by LEONARDO

Mitigation time (average)

N.A. in this case

Number of validated security 6 (IVRE, TIA, TIS, TWR, EWCF,
modules integrated into the Rescue Team App)
RESISTO platform
Test UC10-4 Description
Test description and test architecture
This test, as the T-UC10-4, aims to check the full OSINT cycle, from the analysis of the customer
network to the notification of the identified threats to the security personnel but, in this case,
to check for possible false positive.
Expected Results
It is expected that, given that no vulnerabilities are present in the customer network elements,
the RESISTO platform is able avoid the generation of false positive. No notification should be
sent to the security personnel.
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Test Components:
Component Name

Description

Requirements

Customer Network Element A Network element belonging
to the customer network. It
could be a PC, server or
perform
other
network
functions.

The element must be up and
running. It has to expose at
least the following TCP/IP
services: HTTPS, SSH

Customer Network Element B Network element belonging
to the customer network. It
could be a PC, server or
perform
other
network
functions.

The element must be up and
running. It has to expose at
least the following TCP/IP
services: HTTPS, SSH

IVRE

It is important to harden the
system in order to avoid any
possible vulnerabilities

It is important to harden the
system in order to avoid any
possible vulnerabilities

The IVRE client should be able The customer network has to
to
be visible from the network
where the VRE has been
installed

OSINT Crawler (TIA), OSINT The OSINT source, in order to
services (TIS) and TWR
perform the test, will be feed
with “fake” information about
threat and vulnerabilities that
can be matched with the
information

The OSINT module shall be
fully integrated into RESITO
and up and running. In
particular
the
Common
Vulnerability
Exposure
threats (TIA) module have to
be
correctly
integrated.
Moreover it will be able to
read the “fake” OSINT
information prepared to
perform the test. The fake
OSINT information could be
the previous used to perform
the T-UC10-3

EWCF Services

The EWCF enable the RESISTO The EWCF needs to be
platform
the
send integrate in the RESISTO
notifications
platform directly with the
workflow manager

Rescue Team App

The mobile phone application It is the EWCF that interfaces
able to receive the RESISTO the app for the notification.
notification
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KPIs validation:
KPIs

Experiment measurements

Network parameter

Number of detected physical N.A. in this case
threats
Number of detected cyber 0
threats
Time to Detection (average)
Decision-making
(average)

measured by LEONARDO

time measured by LEONARDO

Mitigation time (average)

N.A. in this case

Number of validated security 6 (IVRE, TIA, TIS, TWR, EWCF,
modules integrated into the Rescue Team App)
RESISTO platform

7.2.2. Piloting the second run
During the second run, three main test cases have been performed. All test cases have been built
on the results achieved in the first run and in particular on the UC10-3, with the additional
information about the geolocation of the customer network elements found vulnerable to a
specific issue and a suggested countermeasure to be used by the security personnel.
Test UC10 Description for the second run
Test description and test architecture
This test aims to check the full OSINT cycle, from the analysis of the customer network to the
notification of the identified threats to the security personnel via the Rescue Team app. This
test will be performed in “vitro” with fake OSINT information. Three different vulnerability will
be exposed corresponding to the three scores low, medium and high.
Expected Results
It is expected that, given a specific vulnerability present in the customer network elements, the
RESISTO platform is able to identify the exact threats and its nature. Moreover, that
information has to be correctly forwarded, in a timely fashion, to the security personnel
together with geolocation information and vulnerability score. Depending on the score, a
different countermeasure will be suggested.
The main steps are the following:




The IVRE client scan the (sub)network where the VM of the customers are hosted.
The identified vulnerabilities are passed to the OSINT Crawler
The OSINT Crawler, by scanning OSINT sources, is continually checking whether a specific
threat is going to exploit one or more of the identified vulnerabilities. Whenever a threat
is identified an alarm is sent to the RESISTO correlator.
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The alarm is enriched with information about the geolocation of the vulnerable element
and the score (CVSS value) associated to the identified vulnerability.

Figure 91: TIM UC10: example of the msg that OSINT crawler sends to the event correlator

Figure 92: TIM UC10: glocalization of the vulnerable system
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The correlator, depending on the score value associated to the identified vulnerability,
“suggest” different countermeasure. In particular a link to the web page containing the
full description of the identified issue and the specific countermeasure (e.g. patch,
workaround, etc.) are provided.

Figure 93: The countermeasure depends on the vulnerability’s score


The EWCF is engaged in order to send the alarm to the security personnel. The alarm
message is delivered to the Rescue Team App. The security personnel can take the
appropriate countermeasure suggested in the dedicated web page.

Figure 94: Example of the msg that EWCF sends via Firebox to the Rescue team APP
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Figure 95: Countermeasure details
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8. SUMMARY OF 2ND RUN AND RESISTO ADDED VALUE
It is a fact that modern societies are increasingly dependent on the ubiquitous functioning of
telecom critical infrastructures (CIs). Telecommunications is the key element of communication
since their networks and systems are responsible for providing essential services. Resilience has
become a key issue for CIs, which are constantly exposed to threats that can undermine safety,
security, and business continuity.
Physical disasters, catastrophic events and malicious attacks related to human activities, against
all types of CIs have appointed resilience the next strategic factor, after advanced security, for
current telecommunication systems. Incapacity of offering services or even worse destruction has
a significant impact on many societal sectors such as health, safety, security, economics, and social
well-being in general.
RESISTO project, during its lifetime, aimed at defining the end-users’ requirements as perceived
by telecom operators’, in terms of both resilience and security, and at converting these
requirements into features that would be addressed and supported by RESISTO overall
framework. This framework consists an optimized overall risk control and resilience of current
telecommunications systems with respect to potential physical, cyber and cyber-physical threats,
in particular such threats expected to be potentially relevant for the Use Cases and the scenarios
as they are described in WP7 of RESISTO.
The current and emerging needs of telecom critical infrastructures, the advances and continuous
increasing security challenges and all the technical requirements and restrictions posed by each
organization separately were the inputs that had to be fulfilled during the first and the second
round of RESISTO pilots.
More specifically, RESISTO proposed an architecture which offers advanced protection to current
telecommunication networks facing increasing real challenges. The advanced correlation of
threats by associating events from multiple data sources will assist network operators to cope
with the ever-growing scale and complexity of threats and the risks they pose. RESISTO can cover
all possible entry points for threats enhancing thus the proactive protection of the overall
systems.
Correlation of cyber and/ or cyber- physical events, is of great importance for CI operators since
it is an additional tool for improving the detection of security intrusions, increasing thus early
detection and situation awareness. RESISTO, during its WP7 pilots, managed to offer real-time,
and effective threat correlation, providing timely, relevant and accurate information for threat
response teams and systems’ administrators.
When considered from the perspective of the resilience concept and approaches, RESISTO
emphasised on the characteristics that will allow a system to recover from disruption, in some
cases over time, and to adapt to the new situation posed by threats, as soon as possible.
Telecommunication systems are considered as complex interconnected environments and their
recovery after a malicious attack or a physical catastrophe demand multiple interactions between
several actors and sub-systems that are usually unexpected and complex in nature.
Resilience Indicators that have been analysed, assuming that a sophisticated threat or
combination of threats will disrupt the system, proved that with the proper mitigation measures
in place the system can transit to a new equilibrium. At this point, it is worth noting, that resilience
matrices as presented in the results of RESISTO pilots, do not intrinsically capture the various
temporal changes within decision making, while the telecommunication system evolves from one
state to another, but they can be considered as an tool for the operator to have an overall view
of the total system resilience so as to understand how this could be further refined using a more
thorough decision analytic tool or re-modelling effort, improving system optimization.
Mitigation measures proposed by the RESISTO correlator at the 2nd run of pilots, involving the
use of security policies and processes so as to reduce the overall impact of both cyber-physical
and cyber threats as well as the cascading effects, acted as an additional barrier in the security
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and resilience protection of current telecommunication systems addressed in the context of WP7.
As threats are continuously growing in sophistication, it’s becoming increasingly impossible to be
100% prepared for any new type of attacks. Thus RESISTO proposed mitigation measures will
further change and to adapt accordingly so as to maintain the upper hand.
Finally, last but not least, the active involvement of an extended community, such as incumbent
telecommunication companies from many European countries, leading research institutes, large
enterprises with great knowledge of cyber and physical attacks and SMEs that investigate the
market gaps and needs has augmented RESISTO partners’ understanding on the challenges
around current telecom CI security and resilience, allowing the RESISTO findings to further align
with the expectations and needs of European market.
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9. CONCLUSIONS
This document (D7.3) is the closing deliverable related to RESISTO Macro scenario #1 pilots and
presented in detail the activities carried out within the 2nd round of pilots of Work Package 7 (WP7)
to provide a proof of concept of the key functionalities of RESISTO architecture, in terms of
security and resilience.
The purpose of RESISTO platform was to increase the resilience to physical and cyber (and the
combination of them) threats of current telecommunications infrastructures. This was achieved
by determining the relationship between physical and cyber events. The correlated events are
then used for decision making in order to maintain an appropriate level of security and resilience
of the infrastructures.
The verification of the necessary requirements that were identified during the lifetime of the
project, the evaluation of security gains as well as the impact of the integration of the RESISTO
platform on testbeds’ resilience indicators have been outlined during this second run.
The document contained a detailed explanation of how the different elements from independent
sources have been brought together and how seemly irrelevant events coming from these sources
have been successfully correlated, providing thus an extra layer of security in current telecom
infrastructures. Moreover, it describes in detail the tests and validation processes carried out to
ensure that the components and testbeds, provided from different partners, interface properly
with RESISTO platform, so the final demonstration can take place
For this reason, the testbeds used, the enhancements of the RESISTO platform in-between the
two rounds, the KPIs measured for each Use Case and finally the work performed by the
consortium for the implementation of an advanced second round in terms of functionalities,
mitigation measures, systems synchronization etc. is presented.
The document followed the same structure used in the first round ensuring that way that the
reader can easily follow the various stages for each WP7 pilot run. This second run of proof – of concept has been recorded and the resulting video was presented during the RESISTO project final
review
Finally, the document concludes that for Macro scenario #1 namely “Improving of resilience of)
Current telco Infrastructures”, the 2nd round of pilots demonstrated that for the Use Cases of the
respective Work Package, RESISTO platform can offer extra security and protection against a wide
range of possible adverse events, leading to increased resilience of the overall system.
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